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General Information
Manual Structure
This manual describes the following modules and functionalities of the certified vertical solution
OPplus:


OPplus Payments

In the application menu, the functionalities of these modules are available via the "Payments" menu
group within the OPplus navigation area.
The manual describes the relevant fields and functions as well as includes procedures exemplifying
the use of OPplus. For help about a specific field, click the field and press F1.
Please note that specific OPplus modules can also be purchased separately so that descriptions,
menu items, and illustrations of cross-module functionalities are not necessarily available to all users.
The following modules of the certified vertical solution OPplus are described in separate manuals:
OPplus Payments, OPplus G/L Open Entries, OPplus Extended Lists and Reports and OPplus Ext.
Analysis (Trial Balance and VAT).

Description of Icons
Information – Indicates sections which include important information
to be considered by the user.
Reminder – Reminds the user of already mentioned information or
processes which enable the user to achieve optimized results.
Tipp – Indicates sections which support the user to use the
functionality correctly.
Warning – Signifies information of high importance to be considered in
order to avoid any errors.
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OPplus Navigation Area
After having imported the OPplus .fob files, the OPplus functionality is shown as a new menu within
the Microsoft Dynamics NAV navigation pane placed below the Financial Management menu by
default:

The OPplus menu shows the following menu groups if all OPplus modules are licensed. The History
menu item is always included in the OPplus menu, irrespective of which OPplus modules are used:
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OPplus License Information Module
This chapter describes the benefit of the OPplus License Information module which you will find in
the navigation area of the General group. This module is always integrated and a prerequisite for
using OPplus regardless which modules of OPplus you plan to use.

On the OPplus License Information page, you can see which modules are activated in the customer
license.
You may implement OPplus in a database without activating all modules in every company.
In order to activate a module it is necessary that a) the respective module is licensed and b) that the
setup of the module had been started.
If you have licensed the Association module, the “Setup done“ field will automatically contain a
check mark. The system does not check here if any associations/linkages have been set up.
Via this page you can now set up the user roles for all licensed modules.
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Setup Configuration
By using the “Export/Import Setups” function via the “OPplus License Information”, you can transfer
OPplus setup tables from one database into another or from company A to company B.

The report is divided into two parts, providing three fields in the upper Options part.

Field

Description

Direction
Filename
Company

In this field, you can select whether to import or to export files.
This field contains the name of the file you want to import and/or create.
In this field, you can select one of the following 3 options:



All
o

o



Export
Select this option to export the data of all companies of the database
into the text file.
Import
If you select this option, the data included in the text file will be
imported into the companies of the database. If you have exported
several companies into the file, the system will import the data of the
first company contained in the file.

Current
o Export
Select this option to export the data of the current company into the
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o



text file.
Import
Select this option to import the data of the text file into the selected
company.

Company Related
o Export
This option is not available for export.
o Import
Select this option if you have previously exported all company data,
and some companies are still missing in the database. The system will
check if the corresponding company is included in the current
database. If yes, the data of this company will be imported. If not, the
company will be skipped..

In the lower part of the report, you will find a list of export/import data of respective modules:

When you open the report, the system checks which of the modules are included in the license.
According to the license, the respective option fields are automatically enabled with a check mark.
However, the user can change these settings manually.
When you select the ”Import” option, the system will automatically import all modules included in
the license. When you select the ”Export” option, the system will automatically export all modules
which are included in the license and (at least) have one record in the corresponding table.
Please note/make sure:



that the current customer license is activated in the server,
NO number series are created/edited during the import.
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OPplus Payments module
The Payments module of the certified vertical solution OPplus currently supports the following
payment formats:








DTAUS (national payments within Germany)
DTAZV (if licensed)
SEPA (Single Euro Payment Area )
CHECK
MT101
MT103
MT104

!!! Please clarify in advance with the banks involved if they accept the existing formats!!! In
the banking business, there are currently no “binding” regulations for SEPA formats, but only
recommendations. Binding formats only exist for interbank payments.

If requested by the customer, we can easily integrate another national format (e. g. for the creation
of payments in the Belgian format from a German database version).
For more information, please contact gbedv GmbH & Co. KG (see www.gbedv.de for contact details).
In order to create accurate payment proposals within the Payments module, the user has to
define a number of specific customer and/or vendor card fields as well as specify orderer bank
accounts to be used as bank accounts.
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Required Orderer Bank Settings
Bank Account Card (Orderer Bank)
The following fields of the bank account card must be specified for the orderer bank accounts:
Field

Description

Code
Bank Code

This field is used to specify the bank account number.
If the value entered in this field is available in the Bank Branch Codes table, the following
bank account card fields will be filled with the following values of the Bank Branch Codes
table:
Bank Account Card field
Bank Branch Codes table
field
Name
Short Description
Post Code
Post Code
City
City
Country/Region Code
Country Code
Bank Branch No.
Bank Branch Code
SWIFT Code
BIC
If you enter a bank code which is associated with more than one BIC, a selection window
will open.

Bank Account No.
Bank Acc. Posting
Group
SWIFT Code

You can also use the lookup button (F4) to select a record from the underlying table
Enter the bank account number to be displayed in the payment file.
Here you must enter a code for the bank account's posting group.
This field is relevant for the SEPA payment type.
If the value entered in this field is available in the Bank Branch Codes table, the following
bank account card fields will be filled with the following values of the Bank Branch Codes
table:
Bank Account Card field
Name
Post Code
City
Country/Region Code
SWIFT Code

IBAN

Bank Branch Codes table
field
Short Description
Post Code
City
Country Code
BIC

You can also use the lookup button (F4) to select a record from the underlying table.
This field is relevant for the SEPA payment type.
This field is used to enter the IBAN (international bank account number).
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Required Customer Card Settings
Customers
With the Payments module, the Customer Card includes the new OPplus tab:

The following fields of the OPplus tab must be specified in order to use the Payments module:
Field

Description

Default Charges

This field is used to assign the costs of a transaction for payments types for which a fee
charging regulation exist. Here you can select the Share, Orderer or Beneficiary option.
Here you can enter the number of entries from which you want to create payment notes.
This field is set to zero by default.
If you leave this field empty (value zero), the settings of the Payments Setup will be used
instead.
Here you can enter the number of purpose lines from which you want to create a new
head.
This field is set to zero by default.
If you leave this field empty (value zero), the settings of the payment type or payment
form (if specified) will be used instead.
Here you can enter a specific trading type which deviates from the basic settings specified
in the Payment Setup. If this field is filled, the value will be considered in the payment
proposal header.
Here you can enter a specific service number which deviates from the basic settings
specified in the Payment Setup. If this field is filled, the value will be considered in the
payment proposal header.

Min. Pos. Payment
Note

New Head per Entry

Trading Type

Service No.

Customer Bank Account List
The Payments module offers the following additional customer bank account functions:





Assignment of bank name, bank branch code and/or SWIFT/BIC from code tables
Specification of payment type code for each bank account
Entry of alternative bank account owners
SEPA direct debit with mandates

The Bank Branch No. and SWIFT Code/BIC fields on the Customer Bank Account Card have the
following additional functions:
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Bank Branch No. field
If the value entered in this field is available in the Bank Branch Codes table, the following
fields of the Customer Bank Account Card will be filled with the following Bank Branch Codes
table values:
Customer Bank Account Card field

Bank Branch Codes table field

Name
Post Code
City
Country/Region Code
Bank Branch No.
SWIFT Code

Short Description
Post Code
City
Country Code
Bank Branch Code
BIC

If you enter a bank code for which more than one BIC exist, a selection window will open.

You can also use the lookup button (F4) to select a record from the underlying table.
BIC field
If the value entered in this field is available in the BIC/SWIFT Codes table, the following fields
of the Customer Bank Account Card will be filled with the following Bank Identifier Codes
table values:
Customer Bank
Account Card field

BIC/SWIFT Codes table field

Name
Post Code
City
Country/Region Code
SWIFT Code

Short Description
Post Code
City
Country Code
BIC

You can also use the lookup button (F4) to select a record from the underlying table
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Specifying OPplus related Data (e.g. Payment Method Code / Alternative Account Owner, SEPA
Direct Debit with Mandates)
With the Payments module, the Customer Bank Account Card window includes the new OPplus tab:

Field

Description

Payment Type Code

This field is used to select a code from the Payment Type Codes table. The specified
payment type code will be considered for due entries when creating the payment
proposal.
To see the available codes, click the lookup button to the right of the field.
If you assign a specific payment method code to the bank account, you have the option to
create diverse payment methods by using the same payment type (e.g. DTAUS).

Payment Method
Code

Alt. Account Owner

Alt. Reason Row 1
Alt. Reason Row 2
Inserted by Bank
Import
Routing No.
Mandate ID
Mandate Date

If this option is specified, the system will create for each payment method a separate
payment proposal header for each customer with the respective bank account assigned.
Here you can enter an alternative bank account owner.
If you leave this field empty, the contents of the Name field on the Customer Card will be
used instead.
If you want to use a specific purpose text for this account, you can enter an alternative
reason code in this field which will be used independent of applied documents.
If you want to use a specific purpose text for this account, you can enter an alternative
reason code in this field which will be used independent of applied documents.
If the customer bank account is created via a bank import, this field is automatically set by
the system. It can be changed by the user only if this bank account is explicitly selected for
payments (payment type code or payment method code).
You can use this field to indicate a routing number for payments e. g. to be transferred to
the United States.
This field is used to enter the mandate ID by using the SEPA LS mandates number series
specified in the Payments Setup.
This field is used to enter the mandate date.
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This field is used to specify the SEPA type you want to use. The following options are
available:
CORE = Business to Customer
B2B = Business to Business
This field is used to indicate if it is a one-time or recurring SEPA direct debit. The following
options are available: One-off Payment, Recurrent Payment.
This field is used to specify the current status of the mandate. The following options are
available: First (if it is the first mandate), Recurring (if the mandate is currently used on a
recurrent basis), Final (if it is the last valid mandate).
If you enter a name in this field, it will be transferred to the bank when creating a SEPA
file.
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SEPA Bank Account Mandates
In the OPplus Payments module, you can manage various bank account mandates for SEPA payments
for each bank account.
To create a mandate reference for the first time, click the AssistEdit button in the “Mandate ID” field
on the bank account card. The system will ask you if you want to create a reference:
If you confirm this message, the relevant fields will be filled with default values (red box). The
remaining SEPA fields (green box) must be specified manually by the user (if appropriate).

In order to view mandates or to specify further mandates, click the SEPA Mandates menu item in the
header.

A list of existing bank account mandates opens from which you can directly switch to the Edit mode.
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Here you can change the mandate values according to the specific customer mandate (date-based
validity, amount-based validity, usage-based validity, SEPA type, mandate type, ...).
The generated mandates can be used in the entries or when posting invoices.
You can also create “several“ mandates for a bank account. This is, for example, required if a
mandate has expired (= Valid to Date exceeded) and a new mandate has been issued. You should
keep the former mandate only for information purposes.
In this case, you can remove the “Mandate ID” field from the account. The bank account references
will be then removed from the mandate. To create a new valid mandate, click the AssistEdit button.
By selecting the Lookup button, you can view the existing mandates of a specific customer. If the
“Mandate ID” field is empty, you can select a mandate from the list.
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The only prerequisite for this is that the newly selected mandate is not in use yet. Otherwise, you will
receive the following message.

This way, you can manage and (if appropriate) replace your mandates for each account.
What is important is that
 a mandate can only be assigned directly to a single account,
 a mandate can only be selected if the Mandate ID field is empty,
 when removing the contents of the Mandate ID field you only delete the reference to the
account and not the mandate itself.
SEPA Mandate History
If a mandate is used when creating the payment file, the system will automatically check if there is
already a record in the mandate history.
If not, the use of this mandate will be logged by using the current settings. If a record is available, the
existing record will be checked for any deviations:





Mandate name identical?
Account number and the bank code identifier the same?
IBAN and SWIFT identical?
Mandate settings identical?

If any deviations are found, a new record will be entered in the history with a new version number
including the new information. You can open the mandate history by clicking the Mandate History
icon on the Bank Account Mandates form.

Contacts in SEPA Mandates
You can select an alternative account owner for a contact directly from the customer or vendor bank
account card.
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If this field contains a value, the address specified for the contact will be considered in the mandate
and reclassification print.
Selecting SEPA Mandates
By clicking the Lookup button in the customer and vendor bank account, you can select a mandate
which has not been assigned yet.

Any mandates which are already assigned to other bank accounts cannot be selected. You can only
choose mandates which have not been assigned yet.
Mandate Assignment
In the new OPplus version, you can change the mandate reference direclty in the Bank Account
Mandate window. For this, you simply assign the bank code to another bank account.
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Mandate Status
If you change the IBAN and/or SWIFT field on a bank account card, the Mandate Status field will be
set to ”First” if the Recurring option is selected in the “Type of Mandate” field.
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SEPA 2.7
The current SEPA format 2.7 is supported, which is available by default if you use the current OPplus
version. If another format is required, you can change the format by changing specific settings (SEPA
schemes).
The user now has the option to create different default settings directly in the schemes. Here, the
two most common SEPA versions (version 2.7 and version 2.6) are predefined.

The corresponding “pain“ settings are filled by default and may be changed (if required) for other
versions if a bank does not support these two formats.
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In the following, you can see a list of corresponding SEPA versions:

SCT
SDD

=
=

SEPA Credit Transfer
SEPA Direct Debit

=
=

SEPA-Überweisungsverfahren (in German)
SEPA-Lastschriftverfahren (in German)

Mandates in Single Pmt. Bank Accounts
Additionally, you can set up SEPA mandates for single payment bank accounts in the same way as for
bank account mandates.
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By clicking the Bank Account button, you can select the “Create IBAN and SWIFT” icon or view the
existing SEPA mandates by clicking the “SEPA Mandates” icon.
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SEPA DD Mandates
The SEPA DD Mandates report is used to print SEPA mandates or to provide them electronically.

You can alternatively select the report from the customer and/or vendor bank account => Print
Mandate.
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Required Vendor Card Settings
Vendors
With the Payments module, the Vendor Card includes the new OPplus tab:

The following fields of the OPplus tab must be specified in order to use the Payments module:
Field

Description

Default Charges

This field is used to assign the costs of a transaction for payments types for which a fee
charging regulation exist. Here you can select the Share, Orderer or Beneficiary option.
Here you can enter the number of entries from which you want to create payment notes.
This field is set to zero by default.
If you leave this field empty (value zero), the settings of the Payments Setup will be used
instead.
Here you can enter the number of purpose lines from which you want to create a new
head. The field is set to zero by default.
If you leave this field empty (value zero), the settings of the payment type or payment
form (if specified) will be used instead.
Here you can enter a specific trading type which differs from the basic settings specified in
the Payment Setup. If this field is filled, the value will be considered in the payment
proposal header.
Here you can enter a specific service number which differs from the basic settings
specified in the Payment Setup. If this field is filled, the value will be considered in the
payment proposal header.

Min. Pos. Payment
Note

New Head per Entry

Trading Type

Service No.
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Vendor Bank Account List
The Payments module offers the following additional vendor bank account functions:





Assignment of bank name, bank branch code and/or SWIFT/BIC from code tables
Specification of payment type code for each bank account
Entry of alternative bank account owners
SEPA direct debit with mandates

Assigning Bank Name, Bank Branch No. and SWIFT Code/BIC from code tables
The Bank Branch No. and SWIFT Code/BIC fields on the Vendor Bank Account Card have the following
additional functions:
Bank Branch No. field
If the value entered in this field is available in the Bank Branch Codes table, the following
fields of the Vendor Bank Account Card will be filled with the following Bank Branch Codes
table values:
Vendor Bank Account Card field

Bank Branch Codes table field

Name
Post Code
City
Country/Region Code
Bank Branch No.
SWIFT Code

Short Description
Post Code
City
Country Code
Bank Branch Code
BIC

If you enter a bank code for which more than one BIC exist, a selection window will open.
You can also use the lookup button (F4) to select a record from the underlying table.

BIC field
If the value entered in this field is available in the BIC/SWIFT Codes table, the following fields
of the Vendor Bank Account Card will be filled with the following Bank Identifier Codes table
values:
Vendor Bank Account Card field

BIC/SWIFT Codes table field

Name
Post Code
City
Country/Region Code
SWIFT Code

Short Description
Post Code
City
Country Code
BIC

You can also use the lookup button (F4) to select a record from the underlying table.
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Specifying Payment Type Code/Alternative Owner
With the Payments module, the Vendor Bank Account Card window includes the new OPplus tab:

Field

Description

Payment Type Code

This field is used to select a code from the Payment Type Codes table. The specified
payment type code will be considered for due entries when creating the payment
proposal.
To see the available codes, click the lookup button to the right of the field.
If you assign a specific payment method code to the bank account, you have the option to
create diverse payment methods by using the same payment type (e.g. DTAUS).

Payment Method
Code

Alt. Account Owner

Alt. Reason Row 1
Alt. Reason Row 2
Inserted by Bank
Import
Routing No.
Mandate ID
Mandate Date

If this option is specified, the system will create for each payment method a separate
payment proposal header for each customer with the respective bank account assigned.
Here you can enter an alternative bank account owner.
If you leave this field empty, the contents of the Name field on the Customer Card will be
used instead.
If you want to use a specific purpose text for this account, you can enter an alternative
reason code in this field which will be used independent of applied documents.
If you want to use a specific purpose text for this account, you can enter an alternative
reason code in this field which will be used independent of applied documents.
If the customer bank account is created via a bank import, this field is automatically set by
the system. It can be changed by the user only if this bank account is explicitly selected for
payments (payment type code or payment method code).
You can use this field to indicate a routing number for payments e. g. to be transferred to
the United States.
This field is used to enter the mandate ID by using the SEPA LS mandates number series
specified in the Payments Setup.
This field is used to enter the mandate date.
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This field is used to specify the SEPA type you want to use. The following options are
available:
CORE = Business to Customer
B2B = Business to Business
This field is used to indicate if it is a one-time or recurring SEPA direct debit. The following
options are available: One-off Payment, Recurrent Payment.
This field is used to specify the current status of the mandate. The following options are
available: First (if it is the first mandate), Recurring (if the mandate is currently used on a
recurrent basis), Final (if it is the last valid mandate).
If you enter a name in this field, it will be transferred to the bank when creating a SEPA
file.

Create Setup Data
Before you can use the Payments module, the Payments setup data must be created. For this, select
Payments → Setup → Create Setup Data.
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OPplus Payment Setup
General tab

Field

Description

Clearing Sender
Payment File Path
Pmt. Advice File
Path

The contents of this field will be used as the orderer in the payment file.
This field contains the location you want to save the payment files of the DTAUS format.
This field contains the location you want to save the payment advice files.
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Here you can determine if the file name of the payment file should be unique or have the
same name.
If this field is deactivated the file is always unique with a serial number. If this field is
activated, the file name will remain so that the previous file will be overwritten each time
the payment is run.

If multiple users create payment files in your company, it is not recommended to
activate this field. However, this functionality is helpful if it is only one user who wants to
keep a clear payment file folder with only one file.
Here you can enter a formula to be considered by the system as the interval at which you
usually perform payments.
The system will automatically fill in the pmt. discount date and the payment discount date
in the payment proposal so that any due documents are considered within the current
payment.
Both fields which are automatically calculated can be modified within the payment
proposal.
Here you can enter a formula to specify the intervals in which you typically pay.
The application will then fill in the due date in the payment proposal to consider all
documents in the current payment run which are due within the specified period.
These two calculated fields can be modified manually in the payment proposal.
Here you can enter a formula to specify the calculation of pmt. discount values for the
“Interval Disc. for Option in Period” field.
The value of the “Last Pmt. Discount Date“ field will be used as starting date.
The value of the calculated date comprised of starting date + setup will be used as end
date.
If you place a check mark in this field, the “Release Payment Proposal“ feature is activated.
If activated, it becomes a required component of the payment proposal process.

Please keep in mind that the activated„Release needed“ field only applies for all
payment proposals you create in the future. Any existing payment propals will not be
considered.

Default Payment
Type Customer

Default Payment
Type Vendor

Once you have placed the check mark, you have to release each new payment proposal
before you can create a payment file and before creating and processing posting. If you fail
to do so, an error message will appear.
This field is used if there is no payment type specified for a customer and the payment
would ultimately be set to “Blocked”. The system now checks if a value has been specified
in the setup. If yes, this payment type will be automatically used.

This is useful, for example, if a customer only works with SEPA direct debits. You
only need to set up those customers for which you do not want to use this setting. This
way, you can minimize setup work.
This field is used if there is no payment type specified for a vendor and the payment would
ultimately be set to “Blocked”. The system now checks if a value has been specified in the
setup. If yes, this payment type will be used.

This is useful, for example, if a customer only works with SEPA direct debits. You
only need to set up those customers for which you do not want to use this setting. This
way, you can minimize setup work.
Action after
Creating

The following 3 options are available:

Nothing
With this option selected, there will be no action after creation.

Show Payment Proposal
If this option is selected, the list of payment proposals will be shown
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automatically after creation, where the currently created payment proposal will
be marked.

Show Pmt. Head Overview
If this option is selected, the list of created payment proposal headers will be
shown automatically after creation.

Show Pmt. Lines
If this option is selected, the created payment proposal lines will be shown
automatically after creation. You can directly select or deselect the lines for
payment.

Show Pmt. Card
If this option is selected, the first payment proposal card of the pmt. proposal
will be shown automatically after creation.

Print Pmt. List
If this option is selected, the print of the payment proposal list will be
automatically started by setting a filter on the newly created pmt. proposal.
If you select this option, no lines will be marked for payment. In this case, you need to
navigate manually to the payment lines and select the entries for payment.
Here it is useful to activate the “Show Pmt. Lines” option in the “Action after
Creating” field.

Numbering tab

Field

Description

Pmt. Suggestion No.
Series
Posting No. Series

This field is used to specify the number series code to be used for the creation of payment
proposals
This field it used to specify the posting number series code to be used for the creation of
payment files. If postings are created by using a payment proposal, the system will use this
number series for the posting numbers.
This field is used to specify the number series code to uniquely identify the LS mandates.
The number series will be used in the Mandate Reference field on the Customer/Vendor
Bank Account Card.
According to the SEPA regulations, this number series must be a unique reference number
to be comprised of a maximum of 35 characters and to be determined by your company
for the identification of the mandate.

Dir. Deb. Mandates
No. Series
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SEPA tab

Field

Description

Homepage EPC

This field shows the link to the SEPA direct debit homepage of the European Payments
Council (epc). To open the link, click the hyperlink button to the right of the field.
This field shows the link to the official translations of the direct debit mandate. To open
the link, click the hyperlink button to the right of the field.
This field is used to specify your creditor identifier. This field will be used for SEPA direct
debits.
This field is used to specify the SEPA grouping. The following options are available:

Mandate
Translations
Creditor-Identifier
SEPA Grouping

blank
MIXD
SNGL
GRPD

SEPA Direct Debit
Collection

The default setting is blank. You should change the field content only after prior
agreement with your bank.
Place a check mark in this field, if you want to use SEPA direct debits as direct debit
collection. The process will be the same, only the statement will be shown in a
summarized form.
Example:
If you perform a direct debit proposal for 2,000 customers, you will receive 2,000 single
lines in the statement.
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With this new feature, you will get summarized lines per each mandate type. This means
that instead of 2,000 lines a maximum of 4 lines will appear with a total of all single lines
on the statement.
The 4 lines are based on the following mandate combinations:

SEPA Credit Transfer
Collection

SEPA mandate = One-Off
SEPA mandate = Recurring | First
SEPA mandate = Recurring | Recurring
SEPA mandate = Recurring | Final
Place a check mark in this field, if you want to use SEPA credit transfers as credit transfer
collection. The process will be the same, only the statement will be shown in a
summarized form.
Example:
If you perform a SEPA proposal for 2,000 vendors, you will receive 2,000 single lines in the
statement.
With this new feature, you will get summarized lines per each mandate type. This means
that instead of 2,000 lines a maximum of 4 lines will appear with a total of all single lines
on the statement.
The 4 lines are based on the following mandate combinations:

Fill SEPA Purpose

Mandate ID equals
Account No.

SEPA mandate = One-Off
SEPA mandate = Recurring | First
SEPA mandate = Recurring | Recurring
SEPA mandate = Recurring | Final
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will always fill 35 characters in the pmt.
proposal header for each purpose line even when the purpose line only contains e. g. 10
characters. The remaining characters will be then filled with blanks.
If you activate this field, the corresponding account number will be considered when
creating the mandate number.
Customer: 50000
Mandate no. during creation: 50000-001

Adj. Due Date CORE
one-off payment
Adj. Due Date CORE
first payment
Adj. Due Date CORE
recurrent payment
Adj. Due Date B2B
Adj. Due Date COR1

SEPA Bank Due over
Target
SEPA Due in Pmt.
File

If you now create another mandate for the customer, the number “ 50000-002“ will be
used.
Default value 6 (=days) prior to the due date
Default value 6 (=days) prior to the due date
Default value 3 (=days) prior to the due date
Default value 2 (=days) prior to the due date
Default value 1 (=days) prior to the due date
Many banks accept this defined prior due date of one day only if it is submitted until
a certain time. If you do not meet this deadline, you need to enter a due date of “2” here.
If you activate this field, the due date will be also calculated based on the target. This
means that holidays and weekends (days on which the banks are closed) will be
considered. Here, the weekends are always deducted.
There are certain periods for SEPA direct debits to be adhered to when transferring direct
debits to the bank. These periods include the time period in which the direct debits must
be transferred in advance so that direct debits can be collected on time. You can specify
these periods in the Payment Setup. By performing the OPplus setup routine, you can use
the default values. However, you can change the values manually.

A number of banks calculate the periods based on the transferred file data. If this is not
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the case, the corresponding field must contain a check mark in the Payment Setup..
If you place a check mark in this field, and you perform a reclassification for a customer or
vendor, the system will create an interaction log entry for the contact which contains the
reclassification.
This field is used to enter the interaction template to be used for SEPA reclassification.
Here you can select “Unique”, “None” or “NOTPROVIDED”. If you select the ”Unique”
option, the system will always use an unique EndToEndID for credit transfers in the
payment file. If you select ”None“, no EndToEndID will be written. With the
“NOTPROVIDED” option selected, this text will used in the file.
If you enter a prefix into this field, the EndToEndID will be supplemented by this prefix.
Here you can select “Unique”, “None” or “NOTPROVIDED”. If you select the ”Unique”
option, the system will always use an unique EndToEndID for direct debits in the payment
file. If you select ”None“, no EndToEndID will be written. With the “NOTPROVIDED” option
selected, this text will used in the file.
If you enter a prefix into this field, the EndToEndID will be supplemented by this prefix.
If you place a check mark in this field, special characters such as “aüö“ will be used in the
file instead of writing “ae”, “ue”, or “oe”.
If you activate this field, the system will create a separate file in the payment proposal for
each mandate status. This means, a maximum of 4 files are created per payment run:
One-off
First
Recurring
Final

Invalid SEPA
Characters

This field must be specified if your bank does not accept different status in the file.
You can now specify invalid SEPA characters in the Setup. If you leave this field empty, the
following characters will be used:
0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz-?().,+: /
Numbers (0-9) may not be specified as invalid characters.
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Reporting tab

Field

Description

Reporting Limit
(LCY)
Reporting on Single
Document

This field includes the default reporting limit value of EUR 12,500.

Default Trading
Type Vendor
Default Service No.
Vendor
Detailed Vendor
Reporting

Default Trading
Type Customer
Default Service No.
Customers
Detailed Customer
Reporting

Company No.
Contact

In this field, there are 2 options available:
Single document with an amount which exceeds reporting limit
Total amount per month, country, key figure which exceeds reporting limit
Place a check mark in this field, if you want to use the first option.
Leave this field unchecked (default setting), if you want to use the second option.
If no trading type has been specified for the vendor, the trading type specified in this field
will be entered in the payment proposal header to be used for reporting.
If no service number has been specified for the vendor, the service number specified in
this field will be entered in the payment proposal header to be used for reporting.
In this field, there are 2 options available:
Singe document with an amount which exceeds reporting limit
Total amount per month, country, key figure which exceeds reporting limit
Place a check mark in this field, if you want to use the first option.
Leave this field unchecked (default setting), if you want to use the second option.
If no trading type has been specified for the customer, the trading type specified in this
field will be entered in the payment proposal header to be used for reporting.
If no service number has been specified for the customer, the service number specified in
this field will be entered in the payment proposal header to be used for reporting.
In this field, there are 2 options available:
Singe document with an amount which exceeds reporting limit
Total amount per month, country, key figure which exceeds reporting limit
Place a check mark in this field, if you want to use the first option.
Leave this field unchecked (default setting), if you want to use the second option.
In this field, you need to enter the company number which is required to transfer the
reporting data.
In this field, you need to enter the reporting contact which is required to transfer the
reporting data.
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In this field, you need to enter the phone number of the contact which is required to
transfer the reporting data.
In this field, you need to enter the e-mail address of the contact which is required to
transfer the reporting data.
If this field is activated, the company name will be transferred in the reporting file.

Options tab

Field

Description

Min. Pos. Payment
Note

This field defines the number of payment entries from which to start creating payment
notes.
The system will automatically fill in this field based on the option selected in the Creation
Type Pmt. Purpose field. You can also enter the number manually. If you leave this field
blank or enter the value zero, no payments notes will be created. You can also specify a
different number for individual customers and vendors as well as for each payment type
code. The system will create the payment note based on the lowest value.

Max. Lines in HTML
Avis
Use Country Code
Field

With regard to the SEPA format, this field is set to the value 4 by the program code.
The reason is that a purpose with up to 140 characters is supported in this format. Other
settings will be only considered if the value is smaller than 4.
This field is used to specify the maximum number of lines in a HTML payment note.
This field is used to specify if you want the system to consider the Country Code field
(=code) or the EU Country Code field or the ISO Bank Code field from the country table.
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The “ISO Bank Code“ field is a new field in the country table which can be alternatively
used in this area.
This field is used to specify the country code which is used for SEPA or other payment
formats which require a country code if the respective field on the card is not filled.
When creating IBAN and SWIFT, the missing country code will be taken from the OPplus
Payment Setup and the code of the Default Country/Region Code field will be used.
This field is used to specify that a new payment proposal header is created for each
vendor/customer if the payment amount would be exceeded by the next open entry.
If you place a check mark in this field, the Payment Discount Tolerance Date field will be
considered for payment proposals by using payment discount periods.
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will automatically show all open entries
(not only the due entries) in the payment proposal.
The due entries will be automatically marked for payment (marked for application). The
remaining open entries are not selected by the system. However, you can manually add
further entries to the payment by selecting the Set/Delete Application menu item via the
Application button.
You can change this setting when creating a new payment proposal.
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, all open association entries will be shown in the payment proposal.
You can change this setting when creating a new payment proposal.
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, all open entries of a customer / vendor link will be shown in the payment
proposal.
You can change this setting when creating a new payment proposal.
If you place a check mark in this field, a warning will be shown in the payment proposal if
the bank code of a customer/vendor is not available in the Bank Branch Codes table.
If you activate this option, the deleted payment proposals will be listed as ”Deleted
Payment Proposal” in the Registered Payment Proposals to ensure seamless numbering.
If you activate this field, only one posting for each payment proposal header (not for each
applied entry) will be created for the account specified on the General tab.
You can modify this setting each time you create a new payment proposal.

Payment Advice
Report ID
Check Report ID

SEPA Due Date
Mandate Report ID
SEPA
Reclassification
Report ID
Customer Pmt.
Discount Option in
Pmt. Suggestion
Vendor Pmt.
Discount Option in
Pmt. Suggestion
Call after Creating
Pmt. File

Please note that if you use this option no dimensions of individual entries will be
included in a related payment discount amount posting.
OPplus now offers a report for payment advices. If you want to use a special report for
payment advices, you can enter the payment advice report ID in this field. The system will
then use the specified report instead of the OPplus report.
OPplus now offers a report for checks. If you want to use a special check report, you can
enter the check report ID in this field. The system will then use the specified report instead
of the OPplus report.
OPplus now offers a report for direct debit mandates. If you want to use a special direct
debit mandate report, you can enter the report ID in this field. The system will then use
the specified report instead of the OPplus report.
OPplus now offers a report for SEPA reclassifications. If you want to use a special SEPA
reclassification report, you can enter the report ID in this field. The system will then use
the specified report instead of the OPplus report.
The option selected in this field will be automatically copied into the payment proposal
when you open a customer pmt. proposal (not via templates). This setting is required for
the calculation of the collection date. However, you can manually change this field in the
pmt. proposal.
The option selected in this field will be automatically copied into the payment proposal
when you open a vendor pmt. proposal (not via templates). This setting is required for the
calculation of the collection date. However, you can manually change this field in the pmt.
proposal.
Here you can specify a batch file to be opened by the system after creating the payment
file.
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You may use this feature in order to upload the created files to the bank. This way,
you can prevent the files from being manipulated. Furthermore, it is possible to encrypt
the files or similar after the upload.

SEPA Bank Account Mandates
In the OPplus Payments area, you can now use diverse bank account mandates for SEPA payments
for each bank account.
To create a mandate reference for the first time, click the AssistEdit button in the “Mandate ID” field
on the bank account card. The system will ask you if you want to create a mandate ID:

If you confirm by clicking „Yes“, the mandate ID relevant field will be filled with default values (red
box). The remaining SEPA field (green box) must be changed manually (if appropriate).

To show the mandates or to specify further mandates, click the “SEPA Mandate“ icon in the header.
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By clickling the “SEPA Mandates“ icon, you can open a list of existing bank account mandates from
which you can switch to the Edit mode.

Here you can change the mandate values according to the special customer mandate (date-based
validity, amount-based validity, use-based validity, SEPA type, mandate type, ...)
The created mandates can be entered in the entries or when posting invoices.
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SEPA Mandate History
If a mandate is used when creating the payment file, the system will automatically check if there is
already a record in the mandate history.
If not, the use of this mandate will be logged by using the current settings.
If an existing mandate is found, it will be checked for any deviations:





Mandate name identical?
Account number and the bank code identifier the same?
IBAN and SWIFT identical?
Mandate settings identical?

If any deviations are found, a new record will be entered in the history with a new version number
including the new information. In the current OPplus version, these data are used internally by the
system. It is not yet possible to view the history.

Payment Methods
The Payment Methods table of the standard application includes the following thirteen additional
fields:

Field

Description

Default Payment
Type Code

This field is used to indicate the payment type to be used to pay an entry which has been
created by using the respective payment method code.
By using the lookup button, you can specify one of the existing payment types for each
payment method code.
For more information on payment types, please refer to chapter Payment Types.
This field is used to indicate the bank account to be used as orderer bank for this payment
method when creating payment proposals.
The contents of this field override the bank account specified when creating the payment
proposal.
Wenn Sie hier ein Häkchen setzen, wird für diese Zahlungsform im Zahlungsvorschlag
immer ein separater Zahlungsvorschlagskopf (= Zahlungsvorschlagskarte) - und dadurch eine separate Zahlung erzeugt.

Default Pmt. Bank
Account No

Separate Pmt.
Proposal Head

If you place a check mark in this field, the system will create a separate payment proposal
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head (= Pmt. Proposal Card) for this payment method thus creating a separate payment
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will create a separate payment proposal
card for each due entry of the respective customer/vendor thus creating a separate
payment.
For more information and tips on how to use this feature, please refer to chapter Single
Payment functionality for Payment Methods.
This field can be used to define the structure of the purpose text in the header (the first
line) for this payment type to be used for a vendor. You can use the following variables:
Code
%1
%2
%3
%4
%5
%6
%7
\

Result:
Our Account No.
Mandate-ID
Mandate Date
SEPA Due Days
Creditor ID
Account Type
Account No.
One-off use in the purpose = line break

These codes apply to all purposes of this
setting.
Vendor Purpose
Text

In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose for this payment type to be used
for vendors.
Code
%1
%2
%3
%4
%5
%6
%7
%8
%9
%10
%11
%12
%13
%14
%15
%16
%17
%18
%19
%20
%21
\
@

Result:
Doc. No.
Pmt. Amount
Pmt. Discount Amount
Pmt. Discount (in %)
Account No.
External Doc. No.
External Doc. No. (if filled) otherwise Doc. No.
Doc. No. (for customers) Ext. Doc. No. (for vendors)
Document Date
Pmt. Date
Posting Text Invoice
Posting Text Payment
Currency Code Invoice
Currency Code Payment
Doc. Type (1 character)
Our Account No.
Mandate-ID
Mandate-ID
SEPA Due Days
Appln. Remaining Amount
Creditor ID
One-off use in the purpose = line break
With this character, the purposes will be combined with
each other.

These codes apply to all header purposes of this
setting.
Customer Purpose

In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose text header (the first line) for this
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Text Header
Customer Purpose
Text
Payment Note
Purpose Text
Purpose Text Footer
Limit Payment
Amount (LCY)
Limit Lines per Head

Min. Pos. Payment
Note

payment type to be used for customers.
In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose for this payment type to be used
for customers.
In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose for this payment type to be used
for payment notes.
In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose text footer (the last line) for this
payment type.
You can use this field to indicate that a new payment proposal header is created for each
vendor/customer if the next open entry would exceed the payment amount.
This field is used to specify the number of purpose lines to be used to create a new
header. This field is set to zero by default.
If this field is empty (value zero), the system will consider the payment type (if specified).
This field is used to indicate the number of entries to be used to create a payment note.
This field is set to zero by default.
If this field is empty (value zero), the system will consider the payment type (if specified).

Creating Mandates
In OPplus, you can use a batch job to create mandates. When you open this batch job, you can first
set a filter on the customers you want to consider. You can also filter (if required) on the Customer
Bank Account.
When you start running the batch job, all (filtered) customer bank accounts will be analyzed and (if
applicable) changed. The preconditions for this are as follows:



IBAN and SWIFT available in the bank account
Mandate specified in the bank account

On the Options tab, you can specify the SEPA types CORE or B2B and the mandate date. If there is no
mandate available yet, it will be created.

SEPA Reclassification
In OPplus, you can also use a batch job to reclassify mandates. You can print a reclassification report
an unlimited number of times. When you print the report, the system will also create an interaction
log entry (if specified accordingly in the Setup).
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->

On the Options tab, you can enter a print date. If no print date is specified here, the mandate date of
the corresponding mandate will be used.
If the system creates an interaction log entry, it is required that a salesperson code has been
specified for the associated contact. Otherwise, you will receive the following error message:

Payment Setup
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Report printout (only German text available)

Interaction Log Entries
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Bank Branch Codes

Field

Description

Bank Branch Code
BIC
Bank Name
Country Code
Post Code
City
Short Description

This field is used to enter the bank branch code.
This field is used to enter the BIC (= bank identifier code, also known as SWIFT code).
This field is used to enter the bank name.
This field is used to enter the country code.
This field is used to enter the post code
This field is used to enter the city.
This field is used to enter a short description.

The values of the Bank Name, Bank Branch Code and BIC fields (= Bank Identifier Code, also
known as SWIFT Code) can be selected in the following card windows by using the lookup button:
Customer Bank Account Card, Vendor Bank Account Card, and Bank Account Card.
You can use the Import Bank Branch Codes report to fill in the Bank Branch Codes table. For more
information on this report, please refer to chapter Import Bank Branch Codes.
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BIC / SWIFT Codes

Field

Description

BIC
Bank Branch Code
Bank Name
Country Code
Post Code
City
Short Description

This field is used to enter the BIC (= bank identifier code, also known as SWIFT code).
This field is used to enter the bank branch code.
This field is used to enter the bank name.
This field is used to enter the country code.
This field is used to enter the post code
This field is used to enter the city.
This field is used to enter a short description.

The values of the Bank Name, Bank Branch Code and BIC fields (= Bank Identifier Code, also
known as SWIFT Code) can be selected in the following card windows by using the lookup button:
Customer Bank Account Card, Vendor Bank Account Card, and Bank Account Card.
You can use the Import Bank Branch Codes report to fill in the Bank Identifier Codes table. For
more information on this report, please refer to chapter Import Bank Branch Codes DE.
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Payment Types

The Payment Type Codes table shows relevant information for each payment type to be considered
for validation when creating the payment files. The table values are preset by the system. The
following field can be modified by the user:
Field

Description

Limit Lines per Head

This field is used to specify the number of purpose lines to be used to create a new
header. This field is set to zero by default.
If this field is empty (value zero), the system will consider the respective setting specified
for the payment method, on the customer/vendor card or in the OPplus Payment Setup.
If this field is empty (value zero), the system will consider the respective setting specified
for the payment method, on the customer/vendor card or in the OPplus Payment Setup.
If this field is empty, the value "Payment of %Document Number%" will be used. If no text
is specified for the application posting types APPL. 1 and APPL. 2, the system will suggest
the value "Application of %Document Number%".
If you enter an individual text, you can make use of the purpose placeholders.
This field can be used to define the structure of the purpose text in the header (the first
line) for this payment type to be used for a vendor. You can use the following variables:

Min. Pos. Payment
Note
Text Application
Posting

Purpose Text
Header Vendor

Code
%1
%2
%3
%4
%5
%6
%7
Vendor Purpose
Text

Result:
Our Account No.
Mandate ID
Mandate Date
SEPA Due Days
Creditor ID
Account Type
Account No.

This field is used to define the structure of the purpose for this payment type to be used
for vendors:
Code
%1
%2
%3
%4
%5
%6
%7

Result:
Doc. No.
Pmt. Amount
Pmt. Discount Amount
Pmt. Discount %
Account No. of Pmt. Entry
External Doc. No.
External Doc. No. if filled, otherwise internal NAV doc. no.
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%8

%9
%10
%11
%12
%13
%14
%15
%16
%17
%18
%19
%20
%21
@

\

For vendors, External Doc. No. is used, otherwise the internal NAV doc.
no. is used
For customers, internal NAV doc. no. is always used
Doc. Date
Payment Date
Posting Text Invoice
Posting Text Payment
Currency Code Invoice
Currency Code Payment
Document Type (1st character)
Our Account No.
Mandate ID
Mandate Date
SEPA Due Days
Appln. Remaining Amount
Creditor ID
By using the @ character, you can combine different placeholders with
each other. Please note that the value will be truncated when the
maximum line length is exceeded.
One-off use in the purpose = line break

These codes are applicable for all purposes of this setting.

Example: INV %1 of %9 EURO %2 has the purpose „INV 12345 of
05.18.10 EURO 1,190.00“
Customer Purpose
Text Header
Customer Purpose
Text
Purpose Text Footer

Payment Note
Purpose Text
Payment File Path
File Supplement
File Prefix
Min. Pos. Payment
Note
Limit Payment
Amount (LCY)
Settled Payment
Type Code

Inactive

In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose text header (the first line) for this
payment type to be used for customers.
In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose for this payment type to be used
for customers
In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose text footer (the last line) for this
payment type
In this field, you can define the structure of the purpose for this payment type to be used
for payment notes.
This field is used to define the path of the payment files for each payment type.
This field is used to specify the file extension for files of this payment type.
This field is used to specify a specific prefix to be used for payment files. Example: “BACS_“
for British payment files.
This field is used to specify the number of entries on the payment type level to be used in
payment notes.
You can use this field to indicate that a new payment proposal header is created for each
vendor/customer if the next open entry would exceed the payment amount
This field is used for customer/vendor settlements. Here you can specify the payment type
to be used for settlement.
Example:
In the payment proposal, you have selected the customer/vendor settlement option. Now
you create a vendor payment proposal for DTAUS and the system finds associated
customers specified as DIRECT DEBIT. In this case, you specify that settlement for these
customers is done by using DTAUS. Otherwise, the system will create different payment
proposals for each payment type
With this field, you can set any payment types you no longer need to Inactive. This way,
you get a better transparency.
When opening the payment types in the system, the filter is set to “Inactive = No”. To re-
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activate a specific payment type, remove the filter in the payment types and then delete
the check mark for the respective payment type in the “Inactive” field.

The following essential payment types (=payment methods) are supported:


DTAUS (with the DEBIT, COLLECT, and PAYMENTS variants)
Due to the fact that the display of umlauts is no longer supported by a number of banks,
they are replaced by respective characters in the DTAUS format (ä = ae etc.).



SEPA (in the variants SEPA-Payment = outgoing,
SEPA B2B = direct debits business customers,
SEPA-DD = direct debits private customers in the Direct Debit format)
Any invalid characters, such as the “&” character, will be converted into a blank character in
the SEPA format.
Before you can use SEPA direct debits, you need to apply for a creditor identifier



CHECK
If a bank account has been specified in the Payment Posting Setup for this payment type, the
system will also create check entries. Keep in mind that the “Last Check No.“ field in the
respective NAV bank account must contain a value when using this payment type.



BLOCKED payment type
is used for customer and vendors for which no payment proposals need to be created.



APPL. 1
Applications will be done in local currency, no payment file created thus no bank data check
performed. You can use this payment type to apply entries by using the functionalities of the
payment proposal.



APPL. 2
Applications will be done in the currency of entries, no payment file created thus no bank
data check performed). You can use this payment type to apply entries by using the
functionalities of the payment proposal.
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MT101
MT103
MT104
SEPA COR1
SEPA EIL
ISO PMT
This corresponds to the international SEPA format without the restriction to the euro
currency.

Purposes / Limit Lines per Head / Min. Pos. Payment Note
It is important that the “Limit Lines per Head” and “Min. Post Payment Note” fields always refer to
the number of entries and have no direct connection to the purpose lines. Any specified headers and
footers are not considered here to prevent that the purpose space is not sufficient.
Since calculations are done based on entry level and are not connected with each other, both fields
are analyzed separately. Please make sure that setup is performed in a logical order.
Min. Pos.
Payment Note

Limit Lines Per
Head

No. of Entries for
Cust./Vend.

0

0

20

5

0

20

0
0
10
11

5
1
10
10

20
20
20
20

10

11

20

Result
1 header with 20 entries (advices limited by
system)
1 header with 20 entries (advice by setup as of 5th
entry)
4 headers, each with 5 entries
20 headers, each with 1 entry
2 headers, each with 10 entries incl. advice
2 headers, each with 10 entries without advice
2 headers:
1 header, with 11 entries, incl. advice
1 header, with 9 entries, without advice

In case your setup is not sufficient for the purpose lines, the system will warn you indicating that
some entries cannot be shown in the purpose.
This happens in most cases if you use the “@“ character, as shown in the following example:
A payment proposal with 12 entries is created for a customer. In the payment type, you have a Min.
Pos. Payment Note = 14. The purpose is very long due to the fact that “@%1 %2 %3 %4 %5” has been
specified.
This can also happen if you work with very long (ext.) document numbers and only the “Doc. No.”,
“Amount”, “Pmt. Disc. Amount” placeholders have been set up.
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When combining the documents, the documents will be written one after another into the lines.
Here the system does not take into account that the values relate to each other in an logical order.
The document numbers are separated (if required) and used in the next line.
This way, you can use an extended number of entries in the purposes before the system creates an
advice or a new header.

The default processing for SEPA purposes is as follows:
The system enters the “Our Account No.” value (if available) in the first position.
Then the document numbers are filled one after another as shown in the example. However, you can
override this default setting at any time.
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If you want to use another purpose structure, you can change this in the respective payment type by
using placeholders.
The following placeholders are available for purpose lines:
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The following placeholders are available for purpose headers:

No. of Available Purposes
Payment Type
COLLECT, DTAUS, DEBIT
AT-COLL, AT-AZV, AT-EDI, AT-DEBIT
CH-CHF
CH-FW
CLIEOP, CLIEOP-DD
AZVEUR, BTL91, CH-DD, CH-LSV, MT101, MT103,MT104,
SEPA, SEPA B2B, SEPA-LS,ISO PMT, DTAZV (if licensed)
CH-IBAN
ACCE, BOR, LCR
BACS, BACS_18, BACS_18DD ,BACS_EUR, BACS_XB6
CH-ESR
ETEBAC_PRE, ETEBAC_VIR

Lines
14
14
4
4
4
4

Characters
27
35
28
30
32
35

3
1
1
1
1

35
10
18
27
31

Payment Posting Setup
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In the Payment Posting Setup, the user must specify the Posting Account Type and Posting Account
No. fields for each payment type code.
The Bank Account, One Bal. Acc. per Pmt. Line and One Bal. Acc. per Pmt. Head fields are optional
fields.
Field

Description

Payment Type Code
Bank Account

This field is used to specify the payment type code.
Here you can enter a bank account.
This way, you can define a separate posting account for each bank account.
This field is used to specify the posting account type (G/L Account, Vendor or Bank
Account).
The contents of this field will be copied into the Bal. Account Type field when posting
payments

Posting Account
Type

Posting Account No.

Account Name
One Bal. Acc. per
Pmt. Line

If you specify the Bank Account option for the CHECK payment type, the system will
also print the check entries.
This field is used to specify the posting account number.
The contents of this field will be copied into the Bal. Account No. field when posting
payments.
The list shown here depends on the account type which has been selected in the Posting
Account Type field: G/L Account, Vendor or Bank Account.
This field shows the name of the specified posting account number.
If you place a check mark in this field, a new document number of the number series will
be issued for each payment proposal line using the posting account number as balancing
account for each line.
This field takes precedence over the “One Bal. Acc. per Pmt. Head“ field.
If you do not place a check mark in this field, the system will calculate the sum for each
payment type which will be posted as total amount against individual payment lines
(which means against the customers and/or vendors).

One Bal. Acc. per
Pmt. Head

It is mandatory to activate this field when a DATEV EXPORT interface is used since a
balance account is required for each posting line.
This field will be considered by the system only if the “One Bal. Acc. per Pmt. Line” field is
deactivated.
If you place a check mark in this field, a new document number of the number series will
be issued for each payment proposal header using the posting account number as a new
line for each payment proposal header.

Please note that in an associated payment discount amount posting there will be no
dimensions of individual entries included when activating this field.
This field will be considered by the system only if the “One Bal. Acc. per Pmt. Line”
field is deactivated.
If this field is deactivated, the system will calculate the total for each payment type which
will be posted as total amount against the single payment lines (customers and/or
vendors).
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Import Bank Branch Codes DE
By selecting this menu item, you can import the current bank branch codes download file
(www.bundesbank.de) provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank.
The import data will be written into the Bank Branch Codes and BIC / SWIFT Codes table fields.
During the import, the system does not update the existing values on the bank account and
customer/vendor bank account cards.

Download via
This field includes the homepage where you can download the file from.
Bank Branch Codes
Here you can select whether to use a complete or an additional update.
If you select the Complete Update option, the system will first delete ALL bank codes and
then recreate them.
If you select the Additional Update option, the system will create the new bank branch codes
without updating the value of the “Follow up Code“ field.
Update Customer Bank Branch No.
In this field, you can specify whether to update the customer bank branch numbers by
replacing the value of the Customer Bank Account field with the “Follow up Code“.
Update Vendor Bank Branch No.
In this field, you can specify whether to update the vendor bank branch numbers by replacing
the value of the Vendor Bank Account field with the “Follow up Code“.
Update Bank Names
Here you can specify whether to update the bank names or not.
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Create IBAN and SWIFT
You can use this report to create the IBAN and SWIFT for customers and vendors. For this, the
“Country/Region Code“ field must be filled on the respective bank account card.

Additionally, you have the option to create the BIC and IBAN directly from the customer and vendor
bank account cards, from the bank account card, and from the single pmt. bank account.

Create IBAN and SWIFT For the selected bank account IBAN and SWIFT
When you click the “Create IBAN and SWIFT“ icon, a mandate created (if any) will be changed to
the “One-off” status if it was previously set to “Recurring” or “Final”.
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SEPA XML Schemes
By using the new SEPA XML Schemes table (new table), you can variably adjust the XMLNS, XSI,
SchemaLocation, EndtoEndID, SWIFT Header and Segment 50H fields for each bank/payment type
and (target) country code (if applicable).

If you click the Default button, a default line will be inserted by the OPplus application. This default
line is only required if your bank expects other default values than set by default in the application
when creating SEPA files. If required, you can get the values for these 6 fields from your bank.
The system does not create a sample line for these defaults which is in line with the country code (if
specified). If the country code is not ”DE”, you definitely need to check and adjust these default
values.
For example, the default line for AT is:
"APC:STUZZA:payments:ISO:pain:008:001:02:austrian:003"
The first 3 fields must be entered/changed manually. It is required that they comply with the
requirements of your bank.
Field

Description

SEPA Batch Booking

For banks with direct debits and credit transfers which deviate from the setup, you can use
the SEPA Batch Booking field for each bank account/payment type. The following 3 options
are available:
1. Blank
The value specified in the Payment Setup will be used.
2. Yes
Direct debit proposals will be performed as direct debit/credit transfer collection,
irrespective of the specified value in the Payment Setup
3. No
Direct debit proposals will NOT be performed as direct debit/credit transfer collection,
irrespective of the specified value in the Payment Setup
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EndtoEndID

‚‘ = The field will not be considered.
Blank = Nothing will be transferred.
NOTPROVIDED if empty = The text „NOTPROVIDED“ will be transferred if no EndtoEndID is
available.
Unique = An EndtoEndID must be specified.
SWIFT Header

This field is currently only provided and must be adjusted/activated for each customer. For
this purpose, y ou need examples from your bank which show how the SWIFT header looks
like.
Segment 50H

Bank Address = The address of the bank is transferred in this segment.
Company Address = The addres of the company is transferred in this segment. This is
required for the creation of MT101 files.
Format VIR 2000

Yes = The VIR 2000 format will be created.
Nein = The VIR 2000 format will not be created.
Batch Booking
SEPA Due Days in
Payment File

SEPA Extd. Charset

If you place a check mark in this field, the file will be structured as direct debit collection.
One group will be created for each mandate status.
If you activate this field, the SEPA due days will be calculated by considering the execution
date. The calculated date will be used in the file.
You need to check with your bank if the SEPA due days are considered in the transferred
date. If not, you need to deactive this field.
In this field, you can specify if the extended character set (ä, ü, ö) can be used or not. By
specifying this field (by selecting “Yes” or “No”), you can override the values specified in
the Payment Setup.
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If you want to use another main version than specified in the Payment Setup, you can
specify the desired main version in this field.
pain.001.001.03
pain.001.001.02
If you want to use another main version than specified in the Payment Setup, you can
specify the desired main version in this field.
pain.008.001.02
pain.008.001.01
In this field, you can specify if you want to transfer the address in the file or not. This is in
some cases applicable for international transfers in the ISO Payment area.
If you want to override the “Separate File per Batch” field value specified in the Payment
Setup, you can use this field. You can either specify to create a file for each mandate type
(FRST,RCUR,FNAL,OOFF) or to summarize correspondingly.
Her you can enter the clearing sender ID. This value is to be set up for ISO payments (if
applicable).
The following options are available:

Blank

Only Name

Only Sender ID

Name and Sender ID

Exp. Curr. Code Orig.
Bank Acc
Creation Time No
Fract. Sec.

This field is to be set up for ISO payments (if applicable).
Here you can specify if you want the system to transfer the currency code of the executing
bank or not.
Here you can determine the format in which you want to transfer the file creation time.
The value will be shown as follows if this field is not specified: 2014-11-01T12:00:00

No Postal Address
for InitgPty

If you want the system to omit the seconds, select “Yes“ in order to truncate them.
In some cases, it is not permitted to transfer the “InitgPty“ area for ISO PMT. Select “Yes”
if this is the case.

If no combination has been specifically set up , the “default “ values will be transferred when
generating the SEPA file.
These value settings are required if the bank does not accept the created SEPA file with a reference
to the fields shown here. For this, a number of EndToEndID adjustments are often made.
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Target Days Calendar
In OPplus Payments, you can use and set up a target calendar.
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All days specified here will be automatically considered as bank holidays and considered as such for
SEPA due day calculation. The following days are automatically skipped by the system:


Each Saturday & Sunday

By clicking the “Insert Holidays“ button, you can open a report which can automatically insert the
holidays.
Please keep in mind that currently only the German holidays are supported by this feature.

You may enter additional holidays. In the “Number Years“ field, you can indicate the number of years
you want to enter the holidays for. This setting must be specified only once. In case of any irregular
holidays, you need to make the corresponding adjustments.
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SEPA DD Date
In the table above, you can set up a direct debit date in addition to the target days (= days off). Here
the system will use the “Direct Debit” date type.
You need to specify the date on which you want to perform the direct debit payments. You can
either enter them manually or run the “Insert SEPA DD Date” report.
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Here you can enter the number of periods as well as a payment cycle. You can choose between
“Weekly”, “All 14 Days” or “Per Month”.
You can also specify the days on which you want perform the direct debits. This setting will be
considered in the corresponding table. In the following example, you have direct debits of 2 periods
(November/December) to be performed weekly, always on Mondays.

OPplus offers a feature which calculates the next direct debit date based on the due date of an entry.
By using this function, you can print the respective direct debit date on your invoice.
This way, you have a valid pre-notification which can be specified on the direct debit invoice,
considering the SEPA target days.
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Example based on the due date if the following days have been specified as DD Date:
05/12/2013 | 12/12/2013 | 12/19/2013

This way, you are able to print the actual DD Date on the printout of the pre-notification. If no
calculation can be performed due to missing value settings, the function will return the entry’s due
date. This means that the due date = DD Date.
It is important for customer pre-notifications to set up appropriate values here. You can open this
OPplus feature (to show/print) from the following areas:

Area
Customer Ledger Entries
Sales Invoice
Sales Credit Memo
Posted Sales Invoice
Posted Sales Credit Memo
Service Invoice
Service Credit Memo
Posted Service Invoice
Posted Service Credit Memo

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

Function Name
GETDDExecDate()
GetDDSalesHeadExecDate()
GetDDSalesHeadExecDate()
GetDDSalesInvExecDate()
GetDDSalesInvExecDate()
GetDDServiceHeadExecDate()
GetDDServiceHeadExecDate()
GetDDServiceInvExecDate()
GetDDServiceInvExecDate()

The above listed areas must be clarified with your NAV partner in order to use them for documents.
This feature is already available for the payment advice where the DD date is included in the
printout.
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Important
The contents of the “Last Due Date“, “Last Pmt. Discount Date“ and “Execution Date“ fields of the payment
proposal must always comply with the direct debit date of the table in order to ensure correct calculation.

Reporting
On the Reporting tab of the OPplus Payment Setup, you can use the “Reporting Limit (LCY)”, “Default
Trading Type”, “Default Service No.”, “Company No.”, “Contact”, “Contact Phone No.”, “Contact EMail” fields.
In the menu bar, you will find the “Federal States” and “Countries” icons.
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These fields are used for reporting which you will find in the OPplus menu under “AWV Entry List”.

It is possible to create reporting files in the Z10 format. This type can be entered manually in the
reporting mask:

This window is divided into 2 parts.
In the upper part, you can see the total amount for each account.
The lower part shows the reporting records listed individually which in total include the total
amount. You can manually change/supplement these records, if required.
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In the Navigate menu, you can select the “Get Report Data” function to get the current reporting
data.
In the window which appears you need to enter the posting period from which you want to get the
reporting data.

Payments are considered as potentially reportable if they are transferred from Germany to foreign
countries (country code in the person accounts). These payments are saved as detail in the
Bundesbank Report List table.
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In addition, a header record (if not available yet) is created for the corresponding group. Grouping is
done based on the following criteria:








Reporting type
Account type
Country/region code
Trading no.
Service No.
Capitel No. Goods
ISIN

The “Z4“ reporting type is suggested by default. You can manually change the reporting type to
“Z10”. The values for “Capitel No. Goods“ and “ISIN“ (for Z10 reports) must be entered manually.
If any changes are made to a group field within the detail record, the detail record will be assigned to
another a header record. If no header record exists, a new header record will be created.
The reporting amount per group will be shown in the header.
NOTE: It is possible that these reporting amounts are below the reporting limit. These values can be
excluded by using the “Show only Records above Reporting Limit”. Records below the reporting limit
will never be written to a reporting file.
By clicking “Bundesbank Report” > “Print AWV Overview”, you can create a printout.
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Additionally, you have the option to create the reports as XML file (by clicking the “Create XML File”
icon or as CSV file (by clicking the “Create CSV File” icon).
The reporting date included in the file name will be transferred. The system uses the current date by
default. However, you can manually change this date. This value is required if you perform reporting
in a period other than the current month.

Payment Method Code for Each Customer/Vendor Entries
By using the payment method code, you can define the associated payment type in the payment
proposal for each due entry.
Specifying the Payment Method Code during Entry via a Gen. Journal
When using a general journal for the creation of payments, the system will suggest a payment
method code for each customer or vendor entry.
The Payment Method Code field will be automatically filled during entry with the value specified on
the Customer/Vendor Card. The contents of this field can be changed manually before posting.
The Payment Method code field needs to into inserted in the general journal line by using the
Designer (if applicable).
Specifying Payment Method Code when Creating Documents
The Payments module offers the possibility to specify a payment method code for the associated
customer/vendor entry when creating /vendor invoices and credit memos. The Payment Method
Code field will be copied from the customer/vendor card during entry and can be modified before
posting.
The Payment Method Code field needs to be inserted into the header of customer/vendor credit
memos by using the Designer (if applicable). It is recommended to display the Payment Method Code
on the Invoicing tab as it is the case for invoices.
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Payment Method Code field in Customer/Vendor Entries
The user has the option to change the contents of the Payment Method Code field in the Customer
Ledger Entries table and/or in the Vendor Ledger Entries table as long as the entry is open.
The Payment Method Code needs to be inserted by using the Designer (if applicable).
Assigning Recipient Bank Account when Creating Payment Proposals
If an open entries exist for a customer or vendor with different payment types within the due period,
the payment proposal will suggest separate payment proposal cards for each payment type code
(payment type assignment is done via the payment method code for the respective entry).
Based on the entry's payment type (which in turn is based on the entry's payment method code), the
system will copy the bank account which has been assigned to this payment type for the associated
customer/vendor (see chapter Customer Bank Account List and/or Vendor Bank Account List).
If no associated bank account is found for this payment type, the system will assign the customer's
preferred bank account or the vendor's preferred bank account to be used for payment. If no
preferred bank account is specified, the system will use the first bank account which is used for the
customer/vendor. The system will ignore the bank accounts with a checked “Inserted by Bank
Import“ field.

Payment Bank Code“ field in the Cust./Vend. Ledger Entries
Customer/Vendor Ledger Entries – “Payment Bank Code“ field

The “Payment Bank Code“ field is available in the ledger entries and can be modified for entries which have the
Open status. The system will then create a separate payment proposal header for each selected bank account.

Specifying Customer/Vendor Bank Account During Posting
The user has the option to specify a bank account during the entry of customer/vendor postings. This setting
will be used in the ”Payment Bank Code” field of the respective ledger entries.
This field is also available on the OPplus tab of the purchase and sales documents.
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In the purchase and sales journals, you will find the “Payment Bank Code“ field in the general journal
line:

“Mandate ID“ field in the Cust./Vend. Entries
Cust./Vend. Ledger Entries – Mandate ID field
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The “Mandate ID“ field will be saved in the entry and can be changed as long as the entry has the “Open“
status. Then the payment proposal creates a separate payment proposal header for each mandate ID.

Specifying Cust./Vend. Mandate ID During Posting
The user has the option to specify a mandate ID during the entry of customer/vendor postings. This setting will
be used in the ”Mandate ID” field of the respective ledger entries.
This field is also available on the Invoicing tab of the purchase and sales documents:

In the purchase and sales journals, you will find the “Mandate ID“ field in the general journal line:
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Single Payment functionality for Payment Methods
If the Single Payment option is activated for a payment method, you can make use of the following
functionalities.
Single Payment – Separate Payment for Each Document No.
If you have specified a payment method for a customer or vendor for which the Single Payment
option is activated, the payment proposal will suggest separate payment proposal cards for each
document.
Then the payment file will include a separate payment for each document when creating the
payments.
This function can be useful if your vendor imports statements for which the 1:1 relation between
the payment receipt and the document number is required in order to get matches.
Single Payment – Specifying Recipient Bank Account (incl. Recipient Name) for each
Document No. (Catchword: Various Customers, Various Vendors)
As already mentioned in the section above, the payment proposal creates a separate payment
proposal card for each document if you have specified a payment method for the customer or
vendor for which the Single Payment option is activated. If you additionally enter a separate recipient
with a respective bank account on each document, these data will be considered by the payment
proposal as well as in the payment file.
This functionality can be useful if you use various customers and/or various vendors (e. g.:
"Various A", "Various B", etc.).
Specifying during Document Entry
In purchase and sales journals (Navigate > Single Pmt. Bank Account) as well as in purchase and sales
invoices (Navigate > Single Pmt. Bank Account), the user has the option to assign a valid bank account
directly to a document. The system will check if a payment method is specified for the respective
customer/vendor account for which the Single Payment option is activated.
Here the specified "Single Pmt. Bank Account" value will be copied into the payment proposal for the
selected document.
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Now you can enter a recipient bank account which is only valid for this document and (if applicable) a
payment type code. If you confirm by clicking OK, the specified fields will be saved. If you click the
Cancel button, the "Single Pmt. Bank Account" window will be closed without saving your selections.
To open the existing bank accounts of the respective customer/vendor, click the dropdown button in
the “Bank Code“ field.
If you enter a bank branch code which is associated with several BICs, a selection window will open.
If the “Copy Document“ feature is used, and a single payment bank account is specified in the
document, it will also be copied into the new document. This is the case, for example, if you want to
create a credit memo for an invoice with single payment.

The specified “Single Pmt. Bank Account“ will only be considered during the payment run,
provided that the entry is assigned to a payment method code with an activated “Single Payment”
field!
The person data will be shown as the recipient and the specified bank account will be used on the
Bank tab of the Pmt. Proposal Card:
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Specifying Bank Account Subsequently For Customer/Vendor Entries
The user has the option to specify a recipient bank account for a customer/vendor entry to be valid
for the selected document only.
Customer Ledger Entries → Start → Ledger Entries → Single Pmt. Bank Account
Vendor Ledger Entries → Start → Ledger Entries → Single Pmt. Bank Account
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If you confirm the shown message by clicking YES, the "Single Pmt. Bank Account" window appears
showing the recipient's address data of the respective customer/vendor card:

Now you can enter a recipient bank account to be used for the respective document only. If you
confirm by clicking OK, the specified fields will be saved. If you click the Cancel button, the "Single
Pmt. Bank Account" window will be closed without saving your selections.
To open the existing bank accounts of the respective customer/vendor, click the dropdown button in
the “Bank Code“ field.
If you enter a bank branch code which is associated with several BICs, a selection window will open.

The specified single payment bank account will be only considered for the payment if the entry
has been assigned to a payment method code for which the Single Payment option is activated!
This functionality can be useful if you use various customers and/or various vendors (e. g.:
"Various A", "Various B", etc.).
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Customer with Single Payment option – Reminder for Each Entry
The system will create a reminder for each open entry for customers which have the Single Payment
option activated. If the Single Pmt. Bank Account is specified for the open entry, the address data will
be copied into the reminder header.

Creating and Processing Payment Proposals
In this chapter, you will learn how to create and to process payment proposals after having specified
the required setup data and settings in the system.
Payment Proposal Templates
By selecting the Payment Proposal Templates menu item, you can create payment proposals based
on existing payment proposal templates or create new templates.
Typically, the payment proposal is used to create a new payment proposal template. For more
information, please refer to chapter Customer Create Pmt. Suggestion and/or to chapter Create Pmt.
Suggestion.

Field

Description

Typ
Name
Description
Bank Account No.

This field is used to select the type (customer or vendor).
This field is used to specify a name which can consist of a maximum of 8 characters.
This field is used to enter a description. You can enter up to 50 chapters.
This field is used to enter a bank account number to be suggested in the payment
proposal.
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will automatically show all open entries
(not only the due entries) in the payment proposal.

Include All

The due entries will be automatically marked for payment (marked for application). The
remaining open entries are not selected by the system. However, you can manually add
further entries to the payment by selecting the Set/Delete Application menu item via the
Application button.
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If you specify a payment type code in this field, it will be used for all payments instead of
the payment type code specified for the entry which has been assigned by the payment
method code.
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will create one posting for each payment
proposal header for the account specified on the General tab and not for each applied
entry.
.
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, all open association entries will be shown in the payment proposal.
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, all open entries of a customer/vendor link will be shown in the payment
proposal
This field shows the filter of the Customer or Vendor tab which was used for this template
the last time. If the value is more than 250 characters, the remaining characters will be
written into the Account Filter 2 to 4 fields.
This field shows the filter of the Customer Ledger Entry or Vendor Ledger Entry tab which
was used for this template the last time. If the value is more than 250 characters, the
remaining characters will be written into the Ledger Entry Filter 2 field

To delete the payment proposal templates, you can proceed the same way/use this window.
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Vendor Create Pmt. Suggestion
By selecting Payments → Vendor Create Pmt. Suggestion, you can create a new payment proposal for
specified vendors.

Vendor tab
Here you can specify the vendors to be considered in the report.
Vendor Ledger Entry tab
Here you can specify the vendor ledger entries you want to consider for payment.
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Options tab
This tab can be minimized by using the “Show fewer fields” field. Click “Show more fields” if
you want display all fields again.
Field

Description

Last Due Date

This field is used to specify the last due date of vendor ledger entries to be considered in
the payment proposal.
This field is used to enter the last payment discount date of vendor ledger entries to be
considered in the payment proposal.
If you have activated the "Pmt. Disc. Tolerance Accepted" field in the Payment Setup, the
date specified in the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field will be checked against the "Pmt. Disc.
Tolerance Date" of the vendor ledger entries.

Last Pmt. Discount
Date

Pmt. Discount
Options

The “Last Pmt. Discount Date“ may not be earlier than the date specified in the “Last
Due Date“ field. Otherwise, the system will show an error message.
The following options are available:
Always Discount
If you select this option, a possible remaining payment discount will be always considered,
irrespective of the contents of the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field.
As Entered
If you select this option, a possible remaining payment discount will be considered based
on the contents of the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field as well as based on the "Pmt. Disc.
Tolerance accepted" field of the Payment Setup.
Always in Period
If you select this option, the “Pmt. Discount Date Period Begin“ and “Pmt. Discount Date
Period to“ fields can be edited.
If the pmt. discount date is in this period, a pmt. discount will be drawn. If the pmt.
discount date is not within the period, no pmt. discount will be drawn.

Posting Date

Execution Date

Payment Account
Type
Payment Account
No
Use Payment Type
Code
Line Sorting

Summarize per Pmt.
Head
Show all open

None
If you select this option, no payment discount amount will be considered for entries,
irrespective of the contents of the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field.
.This field is used to specify the date to be used in the payment proposal as the posting
date.
The date specified in this field will be copied into the Posting Date field of the payment
proposal. You can change the contents of this field as long as the payment proposal has
the “Open” status
Here you can enter an execution date to be considered by the orderer bank.
The date specified in this field will be copied into the Execution Date field of the payment
proposal. You can change the contents of this field as long as the payment proposal has
the “Open” status.
Here you can specify the account type (G/L Account or Bank Account).
This field is used to specify the account number.
The list shown depends on the account type selected in the Payment Account Type field:
G/L Account or Bank Account
If you specify a payment type code in this field, it will be used for all payments instead of
the payment type code specified for the entry which has been assigned by the payment
method code.
This field is used to specify the sorting of the payment lines in the payment proposal. The
following options are available:
Due Date (= default value), Document Date, Document No., External Document No.
It is not possible to subsequently change the sorting in existing lines
If you place a check mark in this field, only one posting for each payment proposal header
(and not for each applied entry) will be created for the account specified on the General
tab.
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will automatically show all open entries
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(not only the due entries) in the payment proposal.
The due entries will be automatically marked for payment (marked for application). The
remaining open entries are not selected by the system. However, you can manually add
further entries to the payment by selecting the Set/Delete Application menu item via the
Application button
If you place a check mark in this field, the payment proposal cards will be also created for
vendors for which an overpayment (=backlog) exists based on the vendor's due entries.
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, the entries of all associated vendors will be considered in the payment
proposal
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, the entries of the associated customer will be considered in the payment
proposal as well.
You can place a check mark in this field, if there is a customer/vendor or vendor/customer
settlement that needs to be done. The system will then create only one payment proposal
for all customer and/or vendors of an association. Other customers and/or vendors will no
longer be considered.
To make use of this feature, it is also required to activate the “Association Pmt.“ and “Cust.
/ Vend. Linking“ fields
If this field is activated, all entries on hold will be considered in the payment proposal.
However, they will not be marked for application and therefore appear in black color.
If you want to save the payment proposal as a new template or update an existing
template with current values, select the lookup button to the right of the field to open the
Payment Proposal Template window. For more information on how to create and to use
these templates, please refer to chapter Payment -> Payment Proposal Templates.
This field shows the description of the selected template. If you change the contents of
this field, the Description field of the Payment Proposal Template will be updated
accordingly by clicking the OK button.
This field is preset with the value ‘Payment Run of + Work Date‘ which can be changed
here. The content of this field is copied into the Description field of the payment proposal
which can be modified as long as the payment proposal has not been posted yet.

If you click the OK button in the report, a new vendor payment proposal will be created based on the
filter criteria and the selected options. Payment proposals are numbered based on the number series
specified in the Pmt. Suggestion No. Series field on the Payment Setup.
Example:

You can process payment proposal ZV000037Z by selecting Payments → Payment Proposals

If a payment proposal is run, the system initially checks if the due balance matches the Vendor
account type: Is there an amount to be payable to the vendor?

If the system starts post-processing and creates the purposes, the following dialog box will be
shown:
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Cust. Create Pmt. Suggestion
By selecting Payments → Cust. Create Pmt. Suggestion, you can create a new payment proposal for
specified customers.
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Customer tab
Here you can specify the customers to be considered in the report.
Cust. Ledger Entry tab
Here you can specify the customer ledger entries you want to consider for payment.
Options tab
This tab can be minimized by using the “Show fewer fields” field. Click “Show more fields” if
you want show all fields again.
Field

Description

Last Due Date

This field is used to specify the last due date of customer ledger entries to be considered in
the payment proposal.
This field is used to enter the last payment discount date of customer ledger entries to be
considered in the payment proposal.
If you have activated the "Pmt. Disc. Tolerance Accepted" field in the Payment Setup, the
date specified in the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field will be checked against the "Pmt. Disc.
Tolerance Date" of the customer ledger entries.

Last Pmt. Discount
Date

Pmt. Discount
Options

The “Last Pmt. Discount Date“ may not be earlier than the date specified in the “Last
Due Date“ field. Otherwise, the system will show an error message.
The following options are available:
Always Discount
If you select this option, a possible remaining payment discount will be always considered,
irrespective of the contents of the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field.
As Entered
If you select this option, a possible remaining payment discount will be considered based
on the contents of the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field as well as based on the "Pmt. Disc.
Tolerance accepted" field of the Payment Setup.
Always in Period
If you select this option, the “Pmt. Discount Date Period Begin“ and “Pmt. Discount Date
Period to“ fields can be edited.
If the pmt. discount date is in this period, a pmt. discount will be drawn. If the pmt.
discount date is not within the period, no pmt. discount will be drawn.

Posting Date

Execution Date

Payment Account
Type
Payment Account
No.
Use Payment Type
Code
Line Sorting

None
If you select this option, no payment discount amount will be considered for entries,
irrespective of the contents of the "Last Pmt. Discount Date" field.
This field is used to specify the date to be used in the payment proposal as the posting
date.
The date specified in this field will be copied into the Posting Date field of the payment
proposal. You can change this date as long as the payment proposal has the “Open” status
Here you can enter an execution date to be considered by the orderer bank.
The date specified in this field will be copied into the Execution Date field of the payment
proposal. You can change this date as long as the payment proposal has the “Open” status.
Here you can specify the account type (G/L Account or Bank Account).
This field is used to specify the account number.
The list shown depends on the account type selected in the Payment Account Type field:
G/L Account or Bank Account
If you specify a payment type code in this field, it will be used for all payments instead of
the payment type code specified for the entry which has been assigned by the payment
method code.
This field is used to specify the sorting of the payment lines in the payment proposal. The
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following options are available:
Due Date (= default value), Document Date, Document No., External Document No.
It is not possible to subsequently change the sorting in existing lines.
If you place a check mark in this field, only one posting for each payment proposal header
(and not for each applied entry) will be created for the account specified on the General
tab.
If you place a check mark in this field, the system will automatically show all open entries
(not only the due entries) in the payment proposal.
The due entries will be automatically marked for payment (marked for application). The
remaining open entries are not selected by the system. However, you can manually add
further entries to the payment by selecting the Set/Delete Application menu item via the
Application button.
If you place a check mark in this field, the payment proposal cards will be also created for
customers for which an overpayment (=backlog) exists based on the vendor's due entries
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, the entries of all associated customers will be considered in the payment
proposal.
This field is only available if the OPplus Association module is licensed. If you place a check
mark in this field, the entries of the associated customer will be considered in the payment
proposal as well.
You can place a check mark in this field, if there is a customer/vendor or vendor/customer
settlement that needs to be done. The system will then create only one payment proposal
for all customer and/or vendors of an association. Other customers and/or vendors will no
longer be considered.
To make use of this feature, it is also required to activate the “Association Pmt.“ and “Cust.
/ Vend. Linking“ fields
If this field is activated, all entries on hold will be considered in the payment proposal.
However, they will not be marked for application and therefore appear in black color.
If you want to save the payment proposal as a new template or update an existing
template with current values, select the lookup button to the right of the field to open the
Payment Proposal Template window. For more information on how to create and to use
these templates, please refer to chapter Payment -> Payment Proposal Templates
This field shows the description of the selected template. If you change the contents of
this field, the Description field of the Payment Proposal Template will be updated
accordingly by clicking the OK button.
This field is preset with the value ‘Payment Run of + Work Date‘ which can be changed
here. The content of this field is copied into the Description field of the payment proposal
which can be modified as long as the payment proposal has not been posted yet.

If you click the OK button in the report, a new customer payment proposal will be created based on the filter
criteria and the selected options. Payment proposals are numbered based on the number series specified in
the Pmt. Suggestion No. Series field on the Payment Setup.

Example:

You can process payment proposal ZV000038Z by selecting Payments → Payment Proposals.
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If a payment proposal is run, the system initially checks if the balance due matches the
Customer account type: Is there an amount to be withdrawn from the customer?

If the system starts post-processing and creates the purposes, the following dialog box will be
shown:

Creating Payment Proposal
You can use this menu item to create a new payment proposal. This contains a blank payment
proposal card to be filled manually by the user.
The posting date and the execution date will be filled by default by using the work date.
The orderer bank account is entered manually in the ”Bank Account” field of the payment proposal.
To learn more on how to manually fill a blank pmt. proposal card, please refer to chapter The
Payment Proposal – Manual Enhancement.

Processing Payment Proposals
The Payment Proposals window shows all payment proposals created by using the respective Pmt. Suggestion
report which have not been posted yet.
For more information on how to create payment proposals, please refer to chapter Vendor Create Pmt.
Suggestion and/or Customer Create Pmt. Suggestion.
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Field

Description

Posting Date

The Posting Date field content from the Options tab of the Create Pmt. Suggestion batch
job is copied into this field.
You can change the posting date as long as the payment proposal has the "Open" status
and no different currencies are used
This field contains the date copied from the Execution Date field of the payment proposal.
You can change the content of this field as long as the payment proposal has the “Open”
status. During the creation of the payment, the system will check if the execution date is
earlier than the current date.
The journal batch name which is created by the system is shown in this field. During the
creation of postings, the postings will be copied into the associated general journal from
where the user has the option to show individual postings.
This field is only filled with a payment proposal template name if the payment proposal
has been created by using a template. This field is filled by the system.
This field is filled with the user who has created the current payment proposal status.
The description is automatically created by the system which contains the text "Pmt.
Proposal of" followed by the system date.
This field is used by the system.

Execution Date

Journal Batch Name

Pmt. Proposal
Template Name
UserID
Description
Status

Status
Open

Released by
Bal. Account Type

Bal. Account No.

Amount
Amount (LCY)

Explanation
The Open status means that the payment proposal has
been created and that payments and postings are not
available yet. With this status, you can change or delete
the payment proposal at any time
Finished
Not in use yet
Released
This status is set when the payment proposal has been
released. This status can only be specified by users with
respective user rights (see explanation of the release
status in Payments Setup, General tab)
Payment Done
This status is set when the user performs payments (=
files created).
Posting in Process
This status is set when the user performs postings.
Posted
This status is set when postings have been performed.
At the same time, the payment proposal is copied into
the Reg. Payment Proposals window.
This field indicates the user who has set the Release status (provided that the payment
proposal has been released.)
This field contains the balance account type specified in the options during the creation of
a vendor and/or customer payment proposal. In this field, you can select the G/L Account
or the Bank Account option.
You can change the content of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open
status.
This field contains the balance account number specified in the options during the creation
of a vendor and/or customer payment proposal.
You can change the content of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open
status
This field shows the payment proposal's total amount.
This field shows the payment proposal total amount in local currency.
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On the right hand side, you will find a fact box with a list of payment totals.

From the amount fields of the payment proposal, you can drill down to the corresponding amount by
clicking on the relevant amount in the list of associated payment proposal cards. This is also possible
via the ”Blocked” field.
For more information on the payment list, please refer to chapter The Payment List. You can delete
payment proposals in this window as long as the status is set to “Open”.
Reports

Print Pmt. Proposal List
By selecting this menu item, you can print the payment proposal list.
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Options tab
Type of List
To print the Payment List report, you can select the Overview option (to print one line per
payment proposal header) or the Detailed option (incl. detailed information from the
payment proposal header as well as print of each payment line and totaling of payment
discount).
Account
The accounts of the Payment List report can be sorted alphabetically, by search terms or by
accounts numbers.
Documents
If you have selected the Detailed list type, you can sort the entries based on the Document
Date, Document No., External Document No. or by the Due Date.
Any previously selected options will be kept by the system. Therefore, it is
recommended to check the options each time to open the Payment List report.
If the "Show all open entries" field has been previously activated for the payment proposal,
any open entries will be listed in the printout showing a payment amount with a value zero.
If you want to print a payment list before creating the payments which only includes
entries with existing payment amounts, you can perform the Delete all not payable entries
function (see below).
Print Payment Protocol
By selecting this menu item, you can print the log of the data carrier exchange which
contains the control totals of the account numbers as well as the bank code. To print the
report, it is required that the payment proposal has at least the Payment Done status.
Print Advice
By selecting this menu item, you can print the advices suggested by the payment proposal.
If no report ID has been specified in the Payment Setup, the OPplus standard report will be
used. In addition, you can specify on the Options tab of the Payment Advice report whether
to export data to excel and/or to print in the HTML format. By selecting the Print Fax No.
option, the fax number of the customer/vendor specified in the payment proposal header
will be printed in the top left corner of the report.

To print advices in different languages, the language code of the personal account will
be copied into the payment proposal header.
Print Payment Letter
By selecting this menu item, you can print the payment letters suggested by the payment
proposal if required.
Print Check
With this menu item, you can print the checks of the payment proposal if required. This
feature is only available if the payment proposal has the Posting in Process status. If no
report ID has been specified in the Payment Setup, the OPplus standard report will be used.
This function is only available if the status of the payment proposal is set to “Posting in
Process“.
Pmt. Proposal List
By selecting this menu item, you can open the list of payment proposal cards. For more
information on the payment proposal list, please refer to chapter Payment Proposal List.
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Pmt. Proposal Card
By selecting this menu item, you can open the associated payment proposal cards. Here you
can browse and change/adjust the payment proposals. For more information, please refer to
chapter Payment Proposal Card.
Overview per Bank Account
By selecting this menu item, you can open the payment proposal bank view. For more
information, please refer to chapter Pmt. Proposal Bank View and Changing Orderer Bank
Account.
Delete all not payable entries
With this menu item, you can delete all entries of the payment proposal
→ which are not payable (no Set Applies-to ID)
or
→ which cannot be paid (with existing error text in the payment proposal header)
Please keep in mind when creating postings that the system does not automatically delete all
entries of the payment proposal which are not payable.

Refresh
By selecting this menu item, you can update the payment proposal


to delete the entries from the payment proposal selected for payment which have been
applied by other postings after having created the payment proposal or



to update the entries selected for payment in the Payment Amount field to reflect the current
remaining amount which have been partially applied by other postings after having created
the payment proposal.

Edit On/Off (F2)
By selecting this menu, you can determine if the line can be edited or not. To allow changes,
you need to select the Edit On option.
Aktionen

Create Payment Proposal
With this menu item, you can create a new payment proposal with a blank payment proposal
card which can manually filled by the user.
Complete Customer Proposal
With this menu item, you can add customer entries to a selected payment proposal. Here a
number of different options can be modified subsequently, except for the Bal. Account No.,
Posting Date, Association Pmt. and Cust. / Vend. Linking fields.
Any newly added payment proposals will appear in the end of the list.
Complete Customer Proposal From Template
With this menu item, you can add customer entries to a selected payment proposal from a
previously defined template. If another bank account is specified in the template which
deviates from the bank account in the existing payment proposal, the system will show a
corresponding message:
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A number of options can be changed later on. However, you cannot change the following
values: Line Sorting, Show all open entries, SEPA Due Days, With Backlog, and Payments on
Hold. Any newly added payment proposal cards will be placed in the end.
Complete Vendor Proposal
With this menu item, you can add customer entries to a selected payment proposal. Here a
number of different options can be modified subsequently, except for the Bal. Account No.,
Posting Date, Association Pmt. and Cust. / Vend. Linking fields.
Any newly added payment proposals will appear in the end of the list.
Complete Vendor Proposal From Template
With this menu item, you can add vendor entries to a selected payment proposal from a
previously defined template. If another bank account is specified in the template which
deviates from the bank account in the existing payment proposal, the system will show a
corresponding message:
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A number of options can be changed later on. However, you cannot change the following
values: Line Sorting, Show all open entries, SEPA Due Days, With Backlog, and Payments on
Hold. Any newly added payment proposal cards will be placed in the end.
Set / Remove Release
With this menu item, you can release the selected payment proposal if the Release needed
option is activated. To place the Release status, the payment proposal must have the Open
status. To remove the Release status, the payment proposal must have the Released status.
The Release status can only be set by users with respective user rights. For more information,
please refer to Payments Setup, General tab.
Create Payments
By selecting this menu item, you can create all payment files of the payment proposal. Each
file will be saved at the location which has been specified in the Payment Setup. After having
created the files, the system will set the Status field of the payment proposal to "Payment
Done".
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If more than one orderer bank account is specified in the payment proposal, you must first
split the payment proposal on each orderer bank account. For more information, please refer
to chapter Splitting Payment Proposal on Several Orderer Bank Accounts.

For each created payment file, the user will receive one message showing the created
file name. No message will be shown for any included payment types for which no payment
files are created (e. g. APPL 1 and APPL 2). After having successfully processed all payment
proposal cards, the payment proposal status will be set to "Payment Done".

If you create SEPA DD files, the amendments will be considered/transferred in the file.
Cancel Payments
By selecting this menu item, you can cancel payments which have been already created (the
Status field must be set to "Payment Done"). After having cancelled specific payments, the
Status field of the payment proposal will be automatically set to Open again
When cancelling payments, only the payment proposal's status will be reset in order to
allow the user to modify the payment proposal. Any payment files which have already been
created outside of NAV must be deleted manually!
Create Postings
By selecting this menu item, you can create the payment posting lines. The system will set
the Status field to “Posting in Process”. This function can only be performed if the payment
proposal has the “Payment Done” status.
Creating Posting for SEPA Direct Debits

If several mandate status are available in a direct debit (One-off, First, Recurring, Final), the
single direct debits will be performed on different days.
Since the bank does not perform the direct debits in a single day, the total amount of the
posting cannot be displayed on the statement. This way, it is not possible to ensure correct
assignment.
In this case, the system creates a posting record for each mandate type. This way, you can
ensure unique assignment between entry and statement.
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In the Ext. Payment Journal, you can view the postings before posting them. The system will
enter a journal name based on the number series specified for payment proposals.
Furthermore, the balancing account is entered by the system for each payment type code,
depending on the values set in the Payment Posting Setup. The posting itself is performed by
selecting the Post button in the Payment Proposal, and not within the Ext. Payment Journal.
Please keep in mind when creating postings that the system does not automatically
delete all entries of the payment proposal which are not payable
Cancel Postings
This menu item allows you to cancel postings which have been created by the payment
proposal. By selecting this menu item, the postings will be removed from the Ext. Payment
Journal and the Status field of the payment proposal will be reset to "Payment Done".
This function can only be performed if the payment proposal has the "Posting in Process"
status
Show Postings
By selecting this menu item, you can open the associated Ext. Payment Journal to see the
created postings. To perform posting, you must select the Posting button in the Payment
Proposal.
This function can only be performed if the payment proposal has the "Posting in Process"
status.
Post button

After having created the posting, you can perform the usual actions via the Post button.
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Payment Lines

You can open the payment list of all payment lines of a selected payment proposal by clicking the
Payment Lines button. In the lower part, you will find the payment amount totals. Alternatively, you
can set the application directly from this area.
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Payment List of Payment Proposals
You can open the payment list of payment proposals by selecting Payment Proposals → Navigate →
General → Pmt. Proposal List (CTRL + SHIFT+ L).
In the Payment Proposal List window, the predefined fields of the Payment Proposal Card are shown.

The user has the option to delete specific lines (or payment proposals cards) directly from the
Payment Proposal List window.
You can open the Payment Proposal Card of a selected line by clicking the OK button.

Payment List of Registered Payment Proposals
You can open the payment list of a registered payment proposal by selecting Reg. Payment Proposals
→ Home → Edit → Pmt. Proposal List (CTRL + SHIFT + L).
In the Reg. Payment Proposals window, you can also see the document number of the posted
payment proposal. To see all entries associated with a specific document number, click the Navigate
button (Actions  General).
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Payment Proposal Card
The associated data will be shown in the payment proposal card after having created a payment
proposal.
Payment Proposal Card Header–General tab

The General tab shows specific field contents of the customer/vendor card, the payment amount for
selected lines and the last payment.
The following field contents can be changed on this tab:
Field

Description

Warning

This field is filled by the system.
This field shows a warning notifying the user that specific data have not been correctly
specified. However, the warning has no effect so that you can proceed making your entries
This field is filled by the system.
This field shows the first error text for one or more errors. You can open the list of existing
error texts by selecting the drilldown button to the right of the field.
You can change the contents of this field indirectly by eliminating the respective error.
After having implemented the correction, the contents of this field will be automatically
updated.

Error Text

Pmt. Currency Code

Payments and postings for a payment proposal card are only created by the system if
no error text exists.
Here you can define which currency to use for the payment proposal.
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This field is used to define whether to print an advice or not.
The contents of the "Our Account No." field are copied into this field. You can change the
contents of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open status.
The contents of the "Payment Type Code" field of the associated open entries are copied
into this field (see chapter Payment Method Code for Each Customer/Vendor Entry). The
file format will be created based on the payment type code.
You can change the contents of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open
status.
This field is automatically filled with the default values from the Vendor Card or the
Payment Setup. However, you can change this field manually.
This field is automatically filled with the default values from the Vendor Card or the
Payment Setup. However, you can change this field manually.

Payment Proposal Card Header – Bank Account tab

When creating the payment proposal, the Bank Account tab is filled with the customer's preferred
bank account or with the vendor's preferred bank account and/or with the customer/vendor bank
assigned to the payment type/payment method.
The following field contents of the Bank Account tab can be modified by the user:
Field

Description

Bank Code

The user has the option to change the value of the Bank Code field in this window.
Depending on the Payment Type Code selected on the General tab, specific bank account
fields must be predefined in order to create a valid payment file (e. g. BIC and IBAN for the
SEPA payment type).
This field shows the payment type code which has been copied from the associated open
entries (see also chapter Payment Method Code for Each Customer/Vendor Entry). The file
format of the payments to create is specified based on the payment type code.
You can change the contents of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open
status.
In case of a SEPA DD, you can fill in this field by using the “OOFF“, “FRST“, “RCUR“ and
“FNAL“ values (= One-off, First, Recurring, Final).

Payment Type Code

Mandate Status

If this field is changed, the SEPA due dates in the Payment Setup will also be automatically
copied again and calculated.
If you use the COR1 payment type, the “SEPA Due Days” field will not be recalculated.
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If the payment is a single payment (Single Payment field = Yes), it is possible that the bank account is
only valid for the respective document (for more information on this, please refer to chapter Single
Payment functionality for the Payment Method). In this case, you can change additional fields.
Payment Proposal Card Header – Purposes tab

The Purpose tab is filled based on the settings of the Payment Setup.
To ensure that the purpose is created by the system, the Payment Method Code of the Customer
Card or Vendor Card must be specified with a Payment Type Code assigned.
The purpose of the DTAUS and SEPA payment types will be automatically updated by the system if
the user adds or removes applications from the payment proposal lines. For the SEPA payment type,
abbreviations in English are used whereas for the CHECK payment type only the term CHECK is
shown.
In addition to the purpose shown on this tab, a DTAUS file also includes the customer/vendor
number in the purpose line. If the "Our Account No." is specified for the vendor, this value will be
used in place of the vendor number.
Payment Proposal Card Header – Communication tab

The Communication tab shows the values copied from the respective customer/vendor card.
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Payment Proposal Card Header – Orderer tab

The Orderer tab shows the bank account which is used as orderer bank account for the payment file.
Payment Proposal Card – Lines
The payment proposal lines generally include the same fields of the Extended Application window
which is available via the OPplus Base module. The lines which the payment header is comprised of
are highlighted in green colour.
Payment Proposal Line – Actions

Set/Delete Application
With this menu item, you can delete existing applications or add new ones.
Ledger Entry Comments
With this menu item, you can drill down to the entry comments. This feature is available if
you have also licensed the Ext. Lists and Reports module.
Edit On/Off
With this menu item, you can specify if you want to edit the line or not.
Delete Line
With this menu item, you can delete the line even when it has been marked for application.
Navigate
With this menu item, you can start the Navigate function.
Apply Entries
With this menu item, you can drill down to the customer or vendor application.
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Payment Proposal Entries
The payment entries can be exemplified as follows:
First, you create a payment proposal which includes 1 payment proposal header.
Second, you create the file and the posting. Then you post the payment proposal.
Finally, you can show the payment entries by opening the registered payment proposal:

The system has created 1 payment entry.
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These values are also found on the bank account card:

You can directly view the amount in process which is not posted yet by the bank.

Pmt. Entries in Connection with G/L Open Entries
If the G/L Open Entries module is used, the system will also create open entries on the respective G/L
account.

If a corresponding entry is found and applied during bank import, payment entries will be instantly
closed. The payment amount in transit will be automatically reduced on the bank account card.
This way, the user can directly see which amount is currently still in process, but is not yet available
on the bank.
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Payment Proposal – Manual Completion
The user has the option to complete existing payment proposals in the following ways


by selecting Function button → Complete Customer Proposal
This allows the user to redefine a number of options, except for the Balancing Account and
the Posting Date fields and – if you also have licensed the OPplus Association module – the
Association Payment and the Cust. / Vend. Linking fields.



by selecting Function button → Complete Vendor Proposal
This allows the user to redefine a number of options, except for the Balancing Account and
the Posting Date fields and – if you also have licensed the OPplus Association module – the
Association Payment and the Cust. / Vend. Linking fields

 by selecting the Create Payment Proposal function (Related Information -> Function -> Create
Payment Proposal), you can manually add a new blank payment proposal card.
To create a new card, place the cursor into the header of an existing payment proposal and then
press CTRL+N or click the New Payment button. The newly created payment proposal card will be
shown without any values. On the General tab, you must fill in the Account and Account No. fields:

Account
Select the account type (G/L Account, Customer, or Vendor) in the left field and the
respective account no. in the field below.
After having selected an account, you can complete the lines in the following way:
1. Adding a new line to the payment line manually:
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The user has the option to add new lines to an existing payment proposal card. However, this is only
possible for the account number specified in the payment proposal header. If you place the cursor
into the line area, you can add a new line by clicking CTRL+N. After having created a new line, the
following fields must be filled as follows:

Field

Description

Account Type

This field is automatically filled with the account type which is included in the Account field
of the payment proposal header. The contents of this field cannot be modified
Here you must enter the account number which is included in the Account field of the
payment proposal header. The system does not allow the entry of any other account
numbers.

Account No.

Applies-to Doc. No.

If you also have licensed the OPplus Association module, you can manually add further
entries for association payments. For payments with customer/vendor linking, you can
manually add entries of the respective other account.
Here you can enter a document number or select a document number via the lookup
button to the right of the field.
If you do not enter a document number, the payment will be posted without applying
documents. This allows the user to post instalment payments (payment on account).
The aforementioned does NOT mean an instalment payment according to Article 14
Section 5 of the German Value Added Tax Act. It only signifies the process of posting a
payment without performing applications!

Adding a new line to a payment proposal card if the OPplus Association module is licensed:
If the Association module is licensed in addition to the Payments module, you can manually add new
lines to the payment proposal. If it is an association payment, all entries of the related association
can be considered or all entries of the related linking respectively if it is a customer/vendor link.
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Pmt. Proposal Bank View and Changing Orderer Bank Account
As already mentioned earlier, the orderer bank account will be automatically filled for each payment
proposal card when creating payment proposals.
In the Payment Proposals window, you can open the two-part “Payment Proposal Bank View” page
by selecting the “Overview per Bank Account” button.

The upper part of this window shows a number of information taken from the associated payment
proposal cards. Here you can change the Bal. Account No. field which shows the orderer bank
account.
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In addition to a number of bank account card fields, the lower part of this window shows the Total
Payment Amount for each orderer bank account which is comprised of the lines of the upper part of
the window.
Please refer to chapter Splitting Payment Proposal on Several Orderer Bank Accounts for more
information on the Split Payments functionality.
The upper part is sorted in an ascending order based on the amount. The lower part is sorted based
on the bank account code.

Splitting Payment Proposal on Several Orderer Bank Accounts
If more than one orderer bank account is included in the payment proposal, the payment proposal
must be first split on each bank account before creating the payment files. For this, select Navigate→
Overview per Bank Account → Split Payments button.
After having split the payments, all payment proposal cards of the orderer bank account which is
included in the first payment proposal card will remain in the current payment proposal. The system
will create a new payment proposal including the associated payment proposal cards for each
additional orderer bank account.
Example:
Payment proposal ZV000036Z shows 2 order bank accounts (bank1 and bank2). If you now click the
Split Pmt. button, bank1 payments will remain on payment proposal ZV000036Z and a new payment
proposal (ZV000037Z) will be created for bank2.
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After having split payments, only customer “Name50000“ remains in the payment proposal. For
customer “Name50005“, the system has created a separate payment proposal.

By selecting the Split Pmt. button, a new payment proposal (ZV00026Z) is created for the payment
proposal card of the order bank account2:
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Reg. Payment Proposals
The Reg. Payment Proposals window includes a list of payment proposals which have been posted
(=registered).

Field

Description

Posting Date
Execution Date

This field shows the posting date.
This field shows the execution date.

Journal Batch Name
Description
Status
UserID
Bal. Account Type

Bal. Account No.

Amount
Amount (LCY)

If you subsequently create the payment file from the Issued Payment Proposals, the
execution date will be automatically changed to the current date if the original execution
is earlier than current date.
This field shows the journal batch name
This field shows the description which was automatically copied to the associated
postings.
The status of a registered payment proposal is always set to Posted.
This field shows the user who created the current status of the payment proposal
This field contains the balance account type specified in the options during the creation of
a vendor and/or customer payment proposal. In this field, you can select the G/L Account
or the Bank Account option.
You can change the content of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open
status
This field contains the balance account number specified in the options during the creation
of a vendor and/or customer payment proposal.
You can change the content of this field as long as the payment proposal has the Open
status.
This field shows the total amount of the registered payment proposal.
This field shows the payment proposal total amount in local currency.

On the right hand side, you will find a fact box with a list of payment totals.
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From the amount fields of the payment proposal, you can drill down to the corresponding amount by
clicking on the relevant amount in the list of associated payment proposal cards. This is also possible
via the ”Blocked” field. For more information on the payment list, please refer to chapter The
Payment List.
Home

Actions
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Navigate

Report

Print Advice
With this menu item, you can reprint the associated advices of the registered payment
proposal
DTAUS Create
With this menu item, you can recreate the associated DTAUS payment file.
If you subsequently create the payment file from the Issued Payment Proposals, the
execution date will be automatically changed to the current date if the original execution
date is earlier than the current date.
SEPA Create
By selecting this menu item, you can recreate the associated SEPA payment file.
New MT101 File(s)
By selecting this menu item, you can recreate the associated MT101 payment file(s).
New MT103 File(s)
By selecting this menu item, you can recreate the associated MT103 payment file(s).
New MT104 File(s)
By selecting this menu item, you can recreate the associated MT103 payment file(s).
Reprint AZV Payment Letter
By selecting this menu item, you can recreate the associated payment letters.
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Reprint Checks
By selecting this menu item, you can reprint the associated checks.
Print Payment List
By selecting this menu item, you can show the associated payment list in the preview:

Pmt. Proposal List
By selecting this menu item, you can open the payment list for a registered payment
proposal.
Pmt. Proposal Card
By selecting this menu item, you an open the payment proposal card(s) for a registered
payment proposal.
Pmt. Proposal Lines
By selecting this menu item, you can open the payment proposal card lines for the registered
payment proposal.
Pmt. Entries
By selecting this menu item, you can open the payment entries for the registered payment
proposal.

Ext. Payment Journal
To see the postings in the Ext. Payment Journal, it is required that the postings have been created
from a valid payment proposal
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Example:

If you confirm the message which appears by clicking Yes, the system will create the postings in the
Ext. Payment Journal:

Confirm with Yes.→
The Ext. Payment Journal contains the journal name as shown in the payment proposal
(ZV0000036Z).

If required, you can change the "Applies-to Doc. Type" and "Applies-to Doc. No." fields in the
journal lines.
To post the journal, select the respective menu item via the Posting button in the Payment Proposals
window. To cancel the journal lines, select the respective icon in the menu bar in the Payment
Proposal.
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Payments in Connection with Base module
Paybacks
In OPplus, it is possible to perform paybacks/remittances via single payment bank accounts.
You can use the Ext. Cash Receipt Journal to create a payback. In this journal, you will also find the
new “Single Pmt. Bank Account” icon.

This feature is also available in the respective ledger entry views.

If you click the “Create Payback“ icon, the following dialog box appears:

If you perform the next payment run, the system will automatically consider the bank account for
this entry and the amount will be remitted accordingly.
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Summary and Process Examples
Payment Proposal – Basic Requirements
Before you can create a payment proposal, it is required that the following setup data are specified:
Area

Checkpoint

Creating Payment Setup Data
Orderer Bank Accounts specified
Required Customer Card Data specified
Required Vendor Card Data specified
Payment Setup filled in
Payment Methods table – Payment Type Code assigned
Bank Branch Codes table filled in
BIC/SWIFT Codes table filled in
Payment Posting Setup table filled in
Customer Payment Method/Vendor Payment Method
specified and payment type assigned

Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory for IZ
Mandatory for SEPA
Mandatory
Mandatory

Payment Proposal – Process Example
For the following example, it is required that the relevant setup data are specified properly.
1.

Create a payment proposal by selecting Payments → Vendor Create Pmt. Suggestion or
Payments → Cust. Create Pmt. Suggestion and then indicate the relevant filters and options.

2.

View, print, or change the created payment proposal by selecting Payments → Payment
Proposals.

3.

If the payment proposal data are all valid, perform the payment by selecting Related
Information (Function).

4.

After having created the payment files, create the postings by selecting Related Information
(Function).

5.

After having created the postings, you can post them by selecting the Posting button.

6.

After having performed posting, you can print the associated payment note and payment list by
selecting Payments → Reg. Payment Proposals.
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Customer Pmt. Proposal – Process Example for Credit Payment
For the following example, it is required that the relevant setup data are specified properly.
1. Create a payment proposal by selecting Payments → Cust. Create Pmt. Suggestion and then
indicate the relevant filters and options.
2. View, print or change the created payment proposal by selecting Payments → Payment
Proposals. For customers for which you want to pay a credit (error text = payment amount must
be negative!), the Payment Type Code field of the payment proposal header must include the
DTAUS value.
3. If the payment proposal data are all valid, perform the payment by selecting Related Information
(Function).
4. After having created the payment files, create the postings by selecting Related Information
(Function).
5. After having created the postings, you can post them by selecting the Posting button.
6. After having performed posting, you can print the associated payment note and payment list by
selecting Payments → Reg. Payment Proposals.

Association Pmt. Proposal– Process Example
If the OPplus Association module is licensed in addition to the Payments module, you can consider
your customer/vendor associations in one single payment proposal.
The following example, it is required that the relevant setup data are specified properly.
1. Create a payment proposal by selecting Payments → Vendor Create Pmt. Suggestion
or Payments → Cust. Create Pmt. Suggestion and then indicate the relevant filters and options.
NOTE: Here it is mandatory to place a filter on the Association Sort Code field on the
Customer/Vendor tab as well as to activate the Association Pmt. field on the Options tab.
2. View, print or change the created payment proposal by selecting Payments → Payment
Proposals.
3. If the payment proposal data are all valid, perform the payment by selecting Related Information
(Function).
4. After having created the payment files, create the postings by selecting Related Information
(Function).
5. After having created the postings, you can post them by selecting the Posting button.
6. After having performed posting, you can print the associated payment note and payment list by
selecting Payments → Reg. Payment Proposals.
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Cust./Vend. Link Pmt. Proposal – Process Example
If the OPplus Association module is licensed in addition to the Payments module, you can consider
associated customers and vendors in one single payment proposal.
For the following example, it is required that the relevant setup data are specified correctly.
1. Create a payment proposal by selecting Payments → Vend. Create Pmt. Suggestion or Payments
→ Cust. Create Pmt. Suggestion and then indicate the relevant filters and options.
NOTE: Here it is mandatory that the "Cust. / Ven. Linking" field is activated on the Options tab.
2. View, print or change the created payment proposal by selecting Payments → Payment
Proposals.
3. If the payment proposal data are all valid, perform the payment by selecting Related Information
(Function).
4. After having created the payment files, create the postings by selecting Related Information
(Function).
5. After having created the postings, you can post them by selecting the Posting button.
6. After having performed posting, you can print the associated payment note and payment list by
selecting Payments → Reg. Payment Proposals.
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For more information about OPplus please refer to
http://www.opplus.de
and
http://www.gbedv.de
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Internet: http://www.gbedv.de
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